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ABSTRACT 
 4.5S RNA, the product of the essential ffs gene of Escherichia coli, is a highly 
conserved, 114-base molecule that functions as a component of the signal recognition 
particle (SRP) and also has been implicated in protein synthesis. To address conflicting 
results reported in other studies and determine the essential function of 4.5S RNA, we 
have developed an improved genetic system to characterize ffs mutants. Multiple ffs 
alleles altered at several highly conserved positions were constructed. To test the ability 
of the alleles to complement an ffs knockout mutation in single copy, a method to transfer 
the genes to F' factors with minimal manipulation was developed. These F' factors along 
with plasmids that express ffs in multiple copy number were used to assess the ability of 
mutant 4.5S RNA to function in vivo. Despite the high degree of evolutionary 
conservation, only a single base (C62) was indispensable for RNA function under all 
conditions tested.  To determine the importance of these bases for the interaction between 
4.5S RNA and either Ffh or EF-G, an assay to measure the interaction of Ffh or EF-G 
with mutant 4.5S RNA molecules in vivo was also developed. Defects in Ffh binding 
correlated with loss of SRP-dependent protein localization and loss of viability. Defects 
in EF-G binding were found to correlate with a slight decrease in protein synthesis but 
did not correlate with loss of viability. These results clarify inconsistencies from prior 
studies and further support that 4.5S RNA is essential only as a component of the SRP. 
These results also yielded convenient methods to study the function of multiple alleles 
and to qualitatively measure an interaction between a protein and an RNA.
 1 
CHAPTER 1. General Introduction 
 
Thesis organization 
 
 This thesis is structured into six chapters including: this first chapter containing the 
introduction and literature review; chapters 2 through 5 which contain the published and in 
process papers covering my doctoral research; and finally chapter 6 which includes a 
discussion of the work and possible future directions. 
 
Introduction 
 
Following is the literature review for the dissertation explaining the relevant and 
important scientific work for the research in the main body of the text. The literature review 
will start at the beginning of cell biology when observations made with the newly developed 
electron microscope led to the discovery of the signal recognition particle (SRP) pathway of 
protein localization.  The history of 4.5S RNA, the RNA component of SRP in bacteria, will 
then be traced through its discovery and characterization. The third section will examine how 
these two lines of investigation dovetail with the most recent work investigating the role of 
4.5S RNA as a component of the SRP and its possible role in protein synthesis in E. coli. 
This format will expose the reader to the different models of 4.5S RNA function that have 
been proposed over the past several years leading to our current model of why 4.5S RNA is 
essential in E. coli.   
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Characterization of the signal recognition particle pathway 
 
For many years scientists were intrigued by the sight of the cell as viewed with light 
microscopy, but frustrated by the inability to probe further due to the limitations of the 
technique. The development of electron microscopy made it possible to see the inner 
structures of cells and was the catalyst for the development of cellular biology. For the first 
time, this technique allowed organelles and ribosomes in eukaryotes to be observed directly 
and eventually even the multiple layers of the gram negative cellular envelope in bacteria 
were detected (40, 56, 57).  
Interestingly, it was found that the ribosomes in eukaryotic cells were found either 
free or frequently ‘attached’ to the cellular structure called the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) 
(56). It was further observed that ribosomes were more frequently associated with the ER in 
secretory cells. Also, membrane bound ribosomes were shown to transfer newly synthesized 
proteins co-translationally (56, 68), i.e. the protein was transported across the membrane as it 
emerged from the ribosome. These observations led Blobel and Sabatini ultimately to put 
forth the signal hypothesis to explain how ribosomes synthesizing secreted proteins were 
localized to the ER (73). In developing the signal hypothesis, these investigators also 
considered their observations that the N-terminal end of a secreted protein was protected 
from proteolytic cleavage by the membrane (73), and the association of the N-terminus with 
the membrane (74). Collectively, this evidence implicated the N-terminal end of the nascent 
peptide as being important for the interaction between the ribosome and membrane. The 
signal hypothesis attempted to explain the importance of this interaction by stating that the 
N-terminus of the nascent peptide contained a signal that tagged the complex for binding to 
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the membrane (73). It was further proposed that this signal would be present only on secreted 
proteins thus dictating its subcellular location. Since the signal sequence was at the N-
terminal end of the nascent peptide, it could be recognized soon after the polypeptide 
emerged from the ribosome to allow co-translational targeting of the protein. The signal 
hypothesis further included the predicted existence of a soluble factor that bound both the 
large subunit of the ribosome and the N-terminal signal (73). This factor was proposed to 
mediate the interaction of the ribosome/nascent chain complex with the membrane. 
Subsequently, it was discovered that such a factor did indeed exist that recognized the signal 
sequence and mediated the interaction between the membrane and the ribosome (90). Upon 
discovery that the factor was comprised of both protein and RNA, it was called the signal 
recognition particle (SRP) (23).   
Subsequently, in the early 1970’s, it was observed that model secretory proteins were 
lower molecular weight if they were synthesized in vitro in the presence of membrane 
vesicles than if they were synthesized in their absence (49, 76, 86). Blobel and Dobberstein 
published two papers demonstrating that this truncation event was related to the proposed 
signal of secreted proteins (6, 7). First, it was shown that the N-terminal sequence was 
cleaved from the polypeptide following membrane translocation (6). This occurred only 
when reconstituted membranes were used in combination with secreted proteins; proteins 
that were not exported failed to show N-terminal cleavage. In a second paper, Blobel and 
Dobberstein (7) found that even when they mixed ribosomes and microsomes (purified ER) 
from different cell types and different species that translocation still took place and that it 
was solely dependent on the protein synthesized and not on the source of the secretion 
machinery. While initial attempts to induce signal sequence cleavage on fully synthesized 
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secretory proteins by disrupting the microsomes failed, Jackson and Blobel (31) were 
eventually able to isolate signal peptidase from microsomes and demonstrated post-
translational cleavage of secretory proteins. 
 
Discovery and characterization of the SRP 
 
Warren and Dobberstein (96) were the first to find evidence of the SRP. They found 
that when microsomes were treated with high salt that the extract contained a soluble protein 
that was required for proper protein secretion. They incorrectly concluded, that this soluble 
factor consisted only of protein since the microsomes were originally treated with RNase to 
remove any residual mRNA. Although the activity of the salt extract was sensitive to 
protease treatment, it remained active even after RNase treatment. They also found that this 
soluble factor was not sufficient for secretion since protein translocation did not occur when 
microsomes derived from smooth ER or from rough ER were treated with protease. They 
concluded that this soluble fraction included the proposed soluble factor that recognized the 
signal sequence that functioned along with other protein components at the membrane to 
facilitate protein secretion. 
Walter et al. (95) followed up on this report with a similar attempt of extracting the 
protein secretion activity from microsomes by using weak trypsin digestions (incubations at 
0° C). While they found that this treatment could again eliminate protein secretion activity, 
they showed that the activity could be restored upon addition of the trypsin treated extracts. 
They also found that salt extraction did not eliminate completely translocation activity in 
microsomes, as was found previously (96). They concluded that a membrane protein(s) was 
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necessary for protein secretion, which consisted of a soluble portion that was sensitive to 
trypsin digestion and a membrane-bound portion that was insensitive to trypsin. This 
conclusion was in apparent disagreement with Warren and Dobberstein who proposed that a 
soluble membrane associated factor was important for protein secretion (96). 
Jackson et al. (32) followed up these reports by examining both the salt extract 
fraction and the trypsin extract fraction with N-ethyl maleimide (NEM) treatment. NEM 
disrupts sulphydryl bonds and it was known to eliminate the secretory activity of microsomes 
(39). The investigators used this reagent to examine the differences between the trypsin and 
salt extracts. They found that neither could restore secretory activity to membranes following 
NEM treatment and concluded that both extracts were functionally equivalent and contained 
an important cytoplasmic factor for protein secretion. 
Walter and Blobel (90) continued this line of research by purifying the factor from the 
salt extract that was essential for protein secretion. They used hydrophobic chromatography 
to purify a complex of proteins that upon further investigation was responsible for the ability 
of the salt extracts to restore protein secretion. They found the complex of proteins contained 
stoichiometric amounts of six different proteins. The authors correctly hypothesized that the 
hydrophobic nature of the complex may be important for recognizing hydrophobic signal 
sequence (90).  
After this initial discovery of the SRP, Peter Walter in Gunter Blobel’s lab further 
defined the SRP composition and the basic steps of the early secretory pathway. This 
included characterization of a translational arrest that occurred in the eukaryotic SRP 
pathway (92). During previous studies with purified SRP, it was observed that the presence 
of SRP corresponded with the elongation phase of in vitro translation reactions being 
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blocked. They examined the specificity of this interaction by incubating the purified SRP 
with an in vitro system that contained predominantly two mRNAs: one encoding a secreted 
protein and one encoding a cytoplasmic protein (92). They found that the purified SRP 
selectively inhibited the translation of the secreted protein. They also tested whether SRP 
selectively bound to polysomes synthesizing secreted or cytoplasmic proteins (92). Using 
radiolabeled purified SRP, it was demonstrated that the purified SRP only bound polysomes 
synthesizing the secreted protein. Furthermore, they demonstrated that when secretion was 
inhibited by adding an amino acid analog to the synthesis reaction, translational arrest did not 
occur (92). This was suppressed when the analog was competed out by the natural amino 
acid. Also, as was shown previously, NEM inhibited the salt extract containing SRP from 
allowing protein secretion with stripped microsomes (92). It was found that NEM 
specifically disrupted the interaction between SRP and polysomes actively synthesizing 
secreted proteins. They concluded that SRP was the discriminatory factor that specifically 
bound ribosome/nascent chain complexes actively synthesizing secreted proteins and that 
binding specificity was dependent on the protein sequence, or specifically the signal 
sequence, and not on the mRNA or protein synthesis machinery.  
In the second paper of the series, Walter and Blobel (93) investigated the involvement 
of SRP in the interaction of the ribosome/nascent chain complex with the microsome. The 
researchers developed an assay using an in vitro protein synthesis system and differential 
centrifugation to measure polysome binding to membranes by the depletion of free mRNA. 
In this system, if the polysomes bound the membrane, radiolabeled mRNA would not be 
spun down in the centrifugation step. Using this system they found that SRP was required for 
the polysomes to bind to the membrane and that the same treatments that disrupted the ability 
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of the SRP to mediate translational arrest also reduced polysome binding. This result 
demonstrated that the SRP was required to mediate the interaction between the 
ribosome/nascent chain complex and the membrane.   
The third paper by Walter and Blobel (92) in the series showed that the signal 
recognition and polysome binding events occurred separately. They examined this by 
synchronizing their in vitro system using an analog of methionine that inhibited initiation of 
translation. In this way, the pathway could be examined at each step. They found that when 
translation was inhibited in the presence of SRP but without  membranes, no complete 
protein was seen by SDS-PAGE analysis. However, a small band was observed within the 
sample. When membranes were added to this mixture the small band diminished while the 
complete protein appeared. This result demonstrated that SRP functioned in a stepwise 
manner: first by signal sequence recognition, binding to the nascent/chain complex, and 
translational arrest; and then by mediating the transfer of the nascent/chain complex to the 
membrane. It also demonstrated that the synthesis of the translocated proteins finished as the 
polypeptide was translocated across the membrane. In these simple and elegant experiments, 
Blobel and Walter dissected the basic pathway for SRP mediated translocation. 
Originally, SRP stood for signal recognition protein because the initial purifications 
of the SRP contained RNase. However, further characterization of purified SRP revealed it to 
absorb light maximally around 260 nm. This high absorbance at 260 nm indicated the 
presence of RNA. Further investigation led to the discovery that a 7SL RNA species was an 
essential component of the SRP and was present in stoichiometric concentrations with the 
SRP proteins. Henceforth, the SRP stood for signal recognition particle rather than signal 
recognition protein. 
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Two labs went on to use the in vitro system to find that the activity for releasing 
translational arrest was performed by a single protein, termed the SRP receptor or docking 
protein, that was bound to the endoplasmic reticulum (23, 24, 50). The SRP receptor was also 
shown to interact specifically with the SRP and to be essential for  translocation of secreted 
proteins (23, 50).   
 
SRP implicated in bacteria 
 
As the SRP was being characterized in eukaryotes, an analogous system was not 
immediately found in bacteria. Given the high degree of conservation of the SRP in animal 
and plant systems, Emr et al. was one of the first groups to try to identify bacterial SRP (21). 
It had been noted that the hydrophobic signal of secreted eukaryotic proteins was similar in 
composition to signal sequences known to direct proteins to the outer membrane of E. coli. 
By fusing lacZ, encoding the reporter β-galactosidase, to genes encoding exported proteins, 
they found in some cases that β-galactosidase was localized to the inner membrane (21). This 
suggested there was an SRP-like system for protein localization in bacteria. In a related 
study, Talmadge et al. found that eukaryotic signal sequences could also target proteins to the 
periplasmic space (87).  
While considerable effort using genetic and biochemical approaches resulted in 
discovery of several components of the bacterial protein export machinery, no evidence for 
the SRP was obtained.  It was not until genes encoding components of the eukaryotic SRP 
were cloned and sequenced that the first evidence of an SRP in bacteria emerged. Details of 
this discovery will be discussed below. 
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Early characterization of 4.5S RNA 
 
4.5S RNA was originally discovered among a small group of diverse and unique 
molecules known as small stable RNAs.  These RNAs were found by labeling total cellular 
RNA with radioactive phosphorous (32P) and resolving extracts by polyacrylamide gel 
electrophoresis (30).  Unlike mRNAs, these RNA molecules were sufficiently stable and of 
uniform size to visualize on a gel and were distinct from tRNA and rRNA.  Following the 
discovery of these unique RNAs, Griffin successfully separated 4.5S RNA from the similar-
sized 5S RNA and determined its primary sequence, making it one of the first RNA 
molecules to be sequenced (25, 26).  Since it resembled tRNA in abundance, size and GC 
content, Griffin hypothesized that the molecule played a role in several different cellular 
processes including translation (26).  
A genetic approach was taken by Brown and Fournier (14) to study the cellular 
function of 4.5S RNA. A conditional E. coli mutant was constructed where the sole 
functional copy of ffs, encoding for 4.5S RNA, was placed under control of the tac operator 
and promoter. In this system, when the inducer isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside 
(IPTG, an analog of lactose that induces expression of the lac operon) is removed 
transcription from the tac promoter is repressed resulting in depletion of 4.5S RNA. In this 
Ptac-ffs strain, growth of the mutant was absolutely dependent upon IPTG, showing that ffs is 
essential for viability of E. coli. In the same year, Guerrier-Takada and Altman (28) showed 
that 4.5S RNA was processed by RNaseP, the same enzyme that processes tRNA from its 
original transcript; another similarity to tRNA that implicated 4.5S RNA in protein synthesis.  
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 Most small stable RNAs in E. coli are synthesized as larger precursor molecules that 
need to have their 5’ and 3’ ends trimmed by ribonucleases to produce a mature form of the 
molecule. 4.5S RNA is typical in this sense requiring trimming of the ~150 nt precursor 
(p4.5S RNA) to produce the 114 nt mature form of 4.5S RNA .  
 Peck-Miller and Altman continued the investigation of 4.5S RNA processing by 
examining the 5’ editing of the p4.5S RNA (9, 59). They found that just as precursor tRNAs 
(ptRNAs) are dependent on RNase P for 5’ editing, so is 4.5S RNA (59). Unlike ptRNAs, 
p4.5S RNA was not processed as rapidly by the M1 RNA, the enzymatically active RNA 
subunit of RNase P, suggesting that the protein subunit of RNase P was important for 
recognition of the p4.5S RNA (59). One close similarity between 4.5S RNA and tRNAs is 
the presence of a 3’ CCN tail sequence. The two cytosines have been shown to be important 
for the efficient and proper placement of the cleavage site of RNase P (98).  
 The 3’ end maturation of small stable RNAs in E. coli is far less straightforward. 
There are numerous redundant exoribonucleases that trim the 3’ ends. Li et al. did an 
exhaustive study using a series of strains with single and combination knockouts of the 
RNases involved in 3’ maturation (46). As with 5’ editing, 4.5S RNA closely resembled 
tRNA in proper editing of the 3’ end (46, 59, 98). Several of the exoribonucleases of the cell 
were shown to be redundant for the majority of 3’ trimming (46). However, RNase T was 
shown to be important for complete maturation of the 4.5S RNA from a +3 intermediate (46).  
While it is clear that maturation of 4.5S RNA parallels that of the tRNAs, one 
important difference is that p4.5S RNA is functional (46, 98). This may signify that the 
similarities in maturation are due to a shared composition or structure not a shared function. 
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Despite these early observations, the history of 4.5S RNA is unique in that there are 
few examples of a molecule that is essential for cell viability, yet whose function has 
remained enigmatic for so long. 
 
4.5S RNA implicated in protein synthesis 
 
Later, Griffin’s initial hypothesis was directly tested in two separate studies.  First, 
Bourgaize and Fournier (10) reported that depletion of 4.5S RNA adversely affected 
translation. By monitoring macromolecular synthesis in vivo at various times following 4.5S 
RNA depletion, they observed that translation was affected before DNA synthesis or growth. 
Since the role of 4.5S RNA in protein localization was not known at this time, the essential 
function of the RNA was proposed to be in protein synthesis. To further study this 
possibility, the investigators used both a poly-U message and mRNA extract from E. coli 
separately in an in vitro translation reaction.  Whereas protein synthesis was reduced with the 
mRNA template when used with a cell extract depleted for 4.5S RNA, no inhibition of 
polypeptide synthesis was observed when the poly-U message was used.  Since the artificial 
poly-U message does not require the same initiation steps as mRNA, the investigators 
concluded that 4.5S RNA functions in either ribosomal maturation or initiation of protein 
synthesis (10). 
An elegant genetic approach was taken by Brown (12) that further supported a role of 
4.5S RNA in translation.  In this study, Brown again used a Ptac-ffs strain and selected for 
mutants that could grow in the absence of IPTG. While the level of 4.5S RNA in a Ptac-ffs 
strain without IPTG is not sufficient for growth, there is still a small amount present. 
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Therefore mutants that survive without IPTG will only require extremely low levels of 4.5S 
RNA for growth.  His rationale was that mutations that increased the affinity of 4.5S RNA 
for its functional target would compensate for the decrease in 4.5S RNA levels and restore 
growth.  To aid in mapping these suppressor mutations, Brown also required that the 
mutations impart a temperature sensitive phenotype.  Again, a role of 4.5S RNA in protein 
synthesis was suggested when suppressor mutations were found in fusA, encoding for 
elongation factor G (EF-G) (12).  EF-G participates in the process termed translocation 
during the elongation step of translation.  Other ffs suppressor mutants also mapped to genes 
encoding components of the translational machinery, including tRNA synthetase genes (13). 
Brown used sucrose gradient centrifugation to show that more 4.5S RNA co-sedimented with 
ribosomes in these suppressor mutants (13). Addition of puromycin, which disrupts 
association of nascent polypeptide chains with the ribosome, restored the sedimentation 
profile of 4.5S RNA back to normal, suggesting a direct interaction with ribosomes.  Taken 
together with other data, including its similarity to tRNA (high GC content, highly base-
paired, stemloop structure, growth rate-dependent expression, similar abundance to single 
tRNA species, and processed by RNase P) these genetic results further supported a direct role 
of 4.5S RNA in translation.    
 
“Sequence gazing”: 4.5S RNA implicated in protein localization 
 
Studies on an apparently unrelated topic, i.e., the characterization of genes that 
comprise the signal recognition particle (SRP) from eukaryotes, provided the first evidence 
that 4.5S RNA plays additional roles in E. coli.  In higher eukaryotes, the SRP is composed 
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of a large 7S RNA and six proteins, SRP72, SRP68, SRP54, SRP19, SRP14, and SRP9 (the 
number signifying the approximate size in kiloDaltons). Struck et al. (84) studied sequence 
similarities between eukaryotic 7S RNAs and RNA sequences from bacteria and archaea.  
They limited their searches to a highly conserved region of the eukaryotic RNA (helix 8) 
(Fig 1) and found both sequence and predicted structural similarity with 4.5S RNA in E. coli, 
as well as with similar RNAs from other prokaryotes and archaea (84).  Poritz et al. (65) used 
a phylogenetic approach to study the predicted secondary structure of these RNAs from 
higher eukaryotes, yeast, bacteria and archaea known to share sequence similarity. They 
identified four major domains of eukaryotic RNA of which the fourth was highly similar 
across the three domains of life.  This domain IV corresponded to helix 8. Given the striking 
similarity of this apparently ancient molecule, it was surprising that 4.5S RNA had not been 
previously identified as a component of the protein localization machinery of E. coli.  They 
proposed two explanations for this conundrum. 
They first noted that proteins in bacteria are exported primarily post-translationally, 
i.e., after a significant portion has been synthesized (66), while eukaryotic proteins are 
primarily exported co-translationally, i.e., they are exported during protein synthesis.  
Consequently, there was a possibility that an SRP pathway in bacteria had a conserved 
function in the less important, to bacteria, co-translational targeting of proteins.  They also 
considered that the conserved structure of the RNAs, helix 8, had a conserved function that 
may have served in a basic process, i.e. served as a co-factor for GTPase activation in 
functionally different ribonucleoproteins. 
As described above, prior studies revealed that the SRP in eukaryotes is a 
ribonucleoprotein complex (90, 91).  Additional evidence that E. coli possesses a similar 
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ribonucleoprotein complex came with the cloning and sequence analysis of genes encoding 
components of the eukaryotic SRP.  Römisch et al. (71) reported the cloning of the gene 
encoding SRP54, an SRP protein known to bind 7S RNA and to signal peptides of proteins 
targeted to the endoplasmic reticulum (ER).  Comparison of the amino acid sequence of 
SRP54 with databases revealed that E. coli had two genes encoding polypeptides with high 
homology with this SRP component.  One protein, a 48K protein with unknown function, 
had significant homology throughout, including a consensus GTP binding domain similar to 
that found in EF-Tu and Ras-Ha.  The protein was termed Ffh for fifty-four homologue.  In 
addition, a second protein was found that also shared homology to the GTP binding domains, 
and was similar to the α subunit of the SRP docking protein (DPα), the receptor for SRP 
located on the cytoplasmic face of the ER.  This protein was FtsY, an E. coli protein thought 
to be important for cell division (22). 
Although it was intriguing that E. coli appeared to possess several components of the 
eukaryotic SRP (RNA, RNA binding protein and SRP receptor), the hypothesis that bacteria 
uses an SRP mechanism to target membrane proteins was based solely on DNA sequence 
data and lacked direct experimental evidence.  Indeed, this hypothesis was challenged by 
several bacterial geneticists who argued that such a mechanism likely did not exist in E. coli 
since genes encoding SRP components had never been identified in genetic selections and 
screens used to identify components of the protein export machinery (1, 4). Watanabe and 
Blobel tried to link these disparate views by proposing the SecB protein from E. coli, which 
bound signal sequence and was required for post-translational export of secreted proteins, 
was the analogous SRP in bacteria (97).  Furthermore, the proposed role of 4.5S RNA as a 
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component of the SRP did not account for the biochemical and genetic studies showing the 
RNA was involved with protein synthesis.  
Ribes et al. published a report in 1990 (69) to directly address the question if Ffh 
(also called P48 in early literature) and 4.5S RNA formed a complex similar to the eukaryotic 
SRP.  They first demonstrated that Ffh, along with SRP54, was able to bind 4.5S RNA in 
vitro suggesting such a complex could form in vivo.  Römisch et al. (72) further used 
truncated versions of SRP54 to identify the methionine-rich domain (M domain) as being 
important for binding 7S RNA as well as 4.5S RNA.  Also, Römisch et al. (72) used sucrose 
gradient centrifugation to show that 4.5S RNA had a sedimentation profile that placed it in 
association with either Ffh or SRP54 in vivo.  Taken together, the evidence suggested that the 
4.5S RNA and Ffh formed a ribonucleoprotein complex in vivo, analogous to that of the SRP 
in eukaryotes.  
Poritz et al. (65) had proposed previously that the SRP had not been discovered 
through genetic approaches since the pathway was specific for only a subset of proteins 
localized outside of the cytoplasm.  If true, it would not be unexpected that many proteins 
would be targeted normally during conditions of 4.5S RNA depletion.  Consistent with this, 
when Ribes et al. (69) examined several signal sequence bearing proteins for defects in 
localization when 4.5S RNA was depleted only one of the proteins tested displayed a defect.  
In addition, they discovered that overexpression of Ffh (as well as SRP54) in E. coli was 
deleterious for the cells.  When protein export was examined under these conditions, they 
found the same results as 4.5S RNA depletion.  From these results a model was proposed 
where 4.5S RNA and Ffh form an SRP in E. coli that either serves as a chaperone to target 
nascent peptides to the inner membrane (IM) or to deliver the ribosome/nascent chain 
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complex to other chaperones (69).  This could explain why 4.5S RNA depletion and Ffh 
overexpression had the same effects.  In the former case, a functional SRP is depleted by the 
lack of its RNA component, while in the latter case a functional SRP was being diluted out 
by an overabundance of the protein component. Ribes et al. (69) also used 
immunoprecipitation to show that 4.5S RNA and Ffh interact in vivo.  Using Northern blot 
analysis, they detected 4.5S RNA in association with Ffh that was immunoprecipitated from 
whole cell extracts (69).  This demonstrated that Ffh and 4.5S RNA interact in vivo and likely 
form an SRP-like ribonucleoprotein.  
Poritz et al. attempted to directly determine the role of 4.5S RNA as a component of 
the SRP in E. coli (63).  Previously, Peter Walter’s laboratory had developed an assay to 
measure GTPase activity of the SRP54/7S RNA complex when bound to the SRP receptor in 
vitro [later published in (52)].  Given that SRP54 was shown to bind 4.5S RNA, they tested 
whether an SRP54/4.5S RNA could also stimulate GTPase activity using this assay.  They 
found that 4.5S RNA could indeed replace 7S RNA and stimulate GTPase activity of SRP54 
and the SRP receptor (63), representing the first example of a functional conservation 
between the bacterial and eukaryotic RNAs.  In addition, Poritz et al. constructed a dominant 
negative allele of ffs, ffsdl1, by engineering a duplication of helix 8, the highly conserved 
region of SRP RNA (Fig 1).  They placed this allele under control of the lac operator and 
expressed it in wild type E. coli. The cells exhibited a variety of phenotypes after induction 
of ffsdl1 with IPTG, including slowed growth, heat shock protein induction and eventual cell 
lysis.  Upon inspection of protein export, however, only β-lactamase exhibited a defect in 
signal sequence processing.  The authors themselves questioned the relevance of this result 
since β-lactamase was known to require the chaperone GroEL for efficient post-translational 
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export (8).  The effect on export could have been an indirect effect of titrating out the levels 
of this heat shock protein (8).   
In hindsight, the studies employing the dominant negative allele were of questionable 
relevance since the mechanism of interference by ffsdl1 was not known, and its effect on 
protein export was ambiguous.  While new experiments were being performed in a number 
of laboratories, a series of letters were published responding to the proposed bacterial SRP.  
First, Jon Beckwith, published a letter in Science criticizing the evidence by which the model 
for the bacterial SRP was proposed (4).  Beckwith admitted that the model may be correct 
but stressed that it would be “premature” to conclude that 4.5S RNA and Ffh are important 
for protein export (4).  He cited genetic studies that led to the discovery of most of the sec 
genes, known to be important for protein export.  None of the genes encoding the SRP 
pathway components, ffh, ffs, or ftsY, had been found in these studies.  He also mentioned the 
genetic studies by Stanley Brown linking 4.5S RNA to protein synthesis, not protein export 
(12).  He further stressed the importance of genetic evidence for supporting any conclusions 
on the function of 4.5S RNA and that scientists should not use sequence data for “sequence 
gazing” (4). 
Poritz et al. (64) responded by stating that due to the similarities in sequence, 
biochemical tests showing 4.5S RNA and Ffh interaction in vivo, and biochemical tests 
showing 4.5S RNA can replace 7S RNA in at least one functional assay, there is enough 
support for a model where 4.5S RNA and Ffh function in protein export.  Also, while their 
results with the experiments utilizing the dominant negative allele were inconclusive, they 
also did not disprove it.  To further support their use of sequence analysis, they cite how their 
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“sequence gazing” helped them find an SRP in yeast that had later been shown genetically to 
be important for protein export (29).  
Letter writing continued with the publication of a comment from Tom Rapoport in 
Nature (67) where he proposed a model where 4.5S RNA and Ffh form an SRP in E. coli and 
it serves as the primary pathway for protein export and translocation.  He noted that the 
model that 4.5S RNA and Ffh forms an SRP in E. coli was supported by the discovery that 
4.5S RNA could stimulate the GTPase activity of the eukaryotic SRP and receptor in place of 
the 7S RNA (63), supporting a conserved function of 4.5S RNA. He further cited, at the time, 
unpublished data from Phillips and Silhavy that showed that ffh is an essential gene in E. coli 
(62).  He stated that although it was possible that the SRP in E. coli is only important for a 
subset of proteins, a more unified model was more likely. Rapoport proposed that the 
majority of E. coli proteins could be exported co-translationally with SecB and other 
chaperones serving in a salvage pathway for proteins not efficiently exported by the SRP.  
This model explained the failure of previous genetic studies to discover the proposed 
bacterial SRP genes since only proteins with relatively “strong” signal sequences, i.e., could 
translocate efficiently, were used in the published genetic screens for protein export mutants.    
Cell subsequently published a letter signed by several investigators in the field of 
bacterial protein export disputing Rapoport’s model. Specifically, they stated that the 
proposed SRP could not function in the primary export pathway because prior genetic studies 
had shown most proteins are exported post-translationally in E. coli (66).  This observation 
did not fit with the primary export pathway being co-translational.  Also, they pointed out 
that a study had shown that a secB null mutant also had deficiencies in co-translational export 
of a model protein (41).  If SecB could affect co-translational export then the SRP could not 
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be the primary export pathway using co-translational export. They concluded that while the 
bacterial SRP had not been disproven, genetic evidence did not support it.  Although, it was 
later shown that Ffh and 4.5S RNA did indeed function as a bacterial SRP to target a subset 
of localized proteins, the debate over the significance and weight given to sequence analysis 
to assign biological function was one of the first cases of significant debate preceding the era 
of genome sequencing.    
 
SRP in E. coli 
 
Conclusive evidence of a functionally conserved SRP in E. coli came with new 
studies examining the protein homolog Ffh.  In 1992, Luirink et al. (47) examined Ffh using 
a photo crosslinking assay in combination with a eukaryotic in vitro translation system.  The 
translation system was composed of a cell-free wheat-germ extract with an mRNA encoding 
preprolactin bearing a signal sequence. This message produced ribosome/nascent chain 
complexes (RNCs) consisting of the ribosome, mRNA and growing peptide with an exposed 
signal sequence. This system had been used in prior studies to show that the eukaryotic SRP 
bound the signal sequence of a nascent peptide (94).   When purified RNCs were incubated 
with a crude E. coli extract, it was found that a protein of ~48 kD crosslinked to the complex. 
This crosslinked complex could be immunoprecipitated using anti-bodies specific for Ffh.  
When a mutant signal sequence was used in the assay, no crosslinked product was found.  
Further, when Ffh was overproduced in the cells used to prepare the E. coli extract, elevated 
levels of crosslinked product were recovered.  It was also found that SRP54 competed for 
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binding with Ffh, proving that Ffh bound the same signal sequence as SRP54.  This was the 
first clear evidence of functional conservation between SRP54 and Ffh.  
If Ffh had a conserved function in protein localization, it must affect protein export in 
some way.  Phillips and Silhavy (62) constructed a strain whose sole copy of ffh, encoding 
for Ffh, was under the araB operator and promoter.  They found that when Ffh was depleted 
by removing arabinose several exported proteins showed varying levels of defects in signal 
sequence processing. However, the defects were relatively minor, and not equal to the defects 
seen when the products of other sec genes, encoding known components of the protein export 
machinery, were genetically inactivated.  While it was concluded that the SRP was important 
for efficient bacterial protein export, its exact mode of action remained unclear.   
The fact that in previous studies (63, 69), depletion of 4.5S RNA using the Ptac-ffs 
strain did not reveal a defect in protein export was explained by the possibility that the RNA 
also has an important function in protein synthesis.  Previously, it had been shown that 
disruption of protein synthesis could mask protein export defects (43).  Also, it was likely 
that the relatively weak repression of the lac operator and promoter used in the RNA studies 
did not result in rapid and tight repression of 4.5S RNA, in contrast to the more strongly 
repressed araBAD operator and promoter used to study Ffh (99).  
 
4.5S RNA in protein synthesis continued 
 
 While the role of 4.5S RNA in the SRP pathway in E. coli was being determined, its 
role in protein synthesis was also investigated. Bourgaize et al. examined the protein profiles 
of cells depleted of 4.5S RNA using a Ptac-ffs mutant (11). When ffs expression was 
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repressed by removal of IPTG, it was found that the heat shock proteins were induced (11). 
Bourgaize et al. suggested that heat shock induction was the result of disruption of protein 
synthesis which also occurs when heat shock is induced in other ways. They hypothesized 
that an alarm signaling occurs similar to that of the stringent response where a signal 
molecule is produced in response to cellular stress (11). While this is possible, in hindsight it 
is now known that misfolded proteins that accumulate as a result of SRP disruption also 
trigger the heat shock response (5, 58). 
 To reduce complications caused by heat induction, Jensen et al. constructed a strain 
where the Ptac-ffs construct was also deleted for the heat shock sigma factor, ∆rpoH, to make 
the cells deficient in heat shock induction (36). They observed a general reduction in protein 
synthesis in cells depleted for 4.5S RNA (36). The rate of elongation for protein synthesis 
was also measured and found to be slightly reduced in the depleted cells (36). This reduction 
in elongation rate was not sufficient to explain the general decrease in protein synthesis, 
however, or the reduction in growth rate (36). Analysis of total cellular proteins also revealed 
that signal sequence processing of several exported proteins was not significantly impaired, 
indicating that protein export was not inhibited (36). One model put forth by Jensen et al. 
based on their data was that “4.5S RNA has two functions, one in general translation having 
a low affinity for the ribosome and requiring a relatively high concentration of 4.5S RNA and 
another in protein secretion having a high affinity for the Ffh protein and requiring a lower 
concentration of 4.5S RNA” (36). This model allows for the possibility that the 4.5S RNA is 
important for two cellular functions. While this model has never been fully refuted, it would 
be largely ignored by research for the next 20 years. 
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 Though the main body of research involving 4.5S RNA continued to study its role in 
the SRP pathway of E. coli, some more recent studies have continued to examine its role in 
protein synthesis and interaction with the ribosome and EF-G. 
To expand on the results of Brown (12) who isolated suppressor mutations that 
reduced the requirement for 4.5S RNA, Brunelli et al. sought additional suppressors in genes 
encoding 16S and 23S rRNAs (15). Five mutations, 2 in rrsH, which encodes for 16S rRNA, 
and 3 in rrlH, which encodes for 23S rRNA, were isolated and characterized (16). These 
mutations were tested for their ability to also suppress the growth defects caused by depletion 
of Ffh (16). This experiment revealed the mutants fell into two categories, those that 
suppressed the defects of lowered Ffh levels while the others did not. Since 4.5S RNA is 
more numerous in the cell than Ffh (37), it was thought that the mutations that also 
suppressed Ffh depletion involved the SRP while those that didn’t suppress Ffh depletion 
involved the free 4.5S RNA. The mutants that were proposed to affect the SRP were thought 
to function by causing a general slow down of translation allowing more time for SRP to 
bind ribosomes translating inner membrane proteins. One of those mutations, which caused 
the A1067U alteration in 23S rRNA (16) and only affected free 4.5S RNA, was very similar 
to one found previously by Brown (A1067U/C in 23S rRNA) (12). These changes were near 
the area of the ribosome that is implicated in ribosome translocation. While this set of 
mutants suggest that 4.5S RNA is involved in translation, how they allow suppression is not 
clear. They could function by allowing more free 4.5S RNA to interact with Ffh or they 
could be suppressing possible defects in translation caused by decreased free 4.5S RNA. 
Previously, Brown had found suppressor mutations that altered the sedimentation profile of 
4.5S RNA to sediment with ribosomes suggesting a direct interaction with the ribosome (12). 
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However in this study, none of the mutants were found to cause 4.5S RNA to sediment with 
the ribosomes (16).  
Still, the mutations found by Brunelli et al. (16) that only affect free 4.5S RNA and 
the altered sedimentation with some of Brown’s mutants (12) suggests that 4.5S RNA 
interacts directly with the ribosomes independently of Ffh. To identify where interactions 
between 4.5S RNA and the ribosome take place, Rinke-Appel et al. crosslinked thio-U 
labeled 4.5S RNA to ribosomes actively translating a peptide with a signal sequence in vitro 
(70). To determine if the interactions were Ffh dependent, crosslinking was conducted with 
and without Ffh. Similar to Brunelli et al. (16) one specific crosslink to the 50S subunit was 
dependent on Ffh while one specific crosslink to the 30S subunit was independent of the 
presence of Ffh (70). The crosslinks were mapped to the ribosomal RNAs with the one that is 
dependent on Ffh found near the exit site of the ribosome and the one that was independent 
of Ffh found near the α-sarcin/ricin loop of the 23S rRNA. This suggests that the 4.5S RNA 
is near the exit site when SRP binds the ribosome. Also, the crosslink near the α-sarcin/ricin 
loop, which was found to contain an identical decamer in 4.5S RNA (38), would allow an 
interaction between 4.5S RNA with the protein EF-G when it is bound to the ribosome 
further suggesting a role of free 4.5S RNA in translation (70).  
While the mechanics of suppressor mutations to lowered 4.5S RNA had been 
speculated upon, no conclusive evidence for how the mutations worked had been found. 
Sagar et al. (75) investigated Brown’s suppressor mutations that affected EF-G (12) to 
determine how they suppress lowered levels of 4.5S RNA. The EF-G proteins from the 
suppressor mutants were tested for their ability to bind 4.5S RNA (75) where it was found 
that the suppressor mutations disrupted the interaction of 4.5S RNA and EF-G, likely 
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explaining how they suppressed lowered 4.5S RNA (75). It was proposed that by freeing up 
4.5S RNA from the interaction with EF-G the mutations allowed enough functional SRP to 
form for the cell (75).  The corollary to this result is that while the role of 4.5S RNA in the 
SRP pathway is essential, its role in translation is not.  
Even though multiple studies suggest 4.5S RNA functions in translation, its precise 
role in this cellular process remains unknown. Whatever the function is, it has to be transient 
since the amount of free 4.5S RNA is significantly less than the number of ribosomes (37). 
Also, this function is most likely not essential, although direct evidence for this conclusion is 
needed. Experiments in this thesis will examine directly whether 4.5S RNA has an essential 
role in protein synthesis.   
 
Function of the SRP in E. coli 
 
 Macfarlane and Muller were the first to specifically test the hypothesis that the SRP 
may be specific for the subset of exported proteins that reside in the inner membrane. They 
monitored localization of lactose permease, the lacY gene product, under conditions where 
SRP was disrupted (48). Since the import of a lactose analog, p-nitrophenyl-α-d-
galactopyranoside (NpGal), depends on the proper localization of lactose permease, 
Macfarlane and Muller measured NpGal incorporation while disrupting the SRP. They 
disrupted SRP two ways including: using the dominant negative ffsdl1 allele (63); and by 
using a strain that allowed depletion of Ffh (62). In both cases, the disruption of the SRP 
decreased LacY transport activity without decreasing the levels of LacY protein (48). In 
contrast, they found no defect in LacY activity upon depletion of SecA (48). This suggested 
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that the E. coli SRP served to target proteins to the inner membrane, representing a smaller 
subset of proteins than recognized by the eukaryotic SRP. It also explained why proteins that 
are targeted to the periplasmic space and outer membrane were not specifically affected by 
SRP disruption in E. coli. 
 de Gier et al. also tested an inner membrane protein, Lep, for dependence on SRP for 
targeting (18). They took advantage of the observation that Lep was susceptible to protease 
cleavage when inserted into the membrane to monitor membrane localization (18). Using 
both Ffh (62) and 4.5S RNA (69) depletion systems, it was found that Lep was dependent on 
both gene products for proper targeting to the inner membrane (18). These results represented 
the first direct proof of an inner membrane protein requiring SRP for targeting in E. coli (18).  
 This line of investigation continued by studying the effects of depletion of all of the 
SRP pathway components (Ffh, 4.5S RNA, and FtsY) on the targeting of different proteins 
(19, 79, 88, 89). It was consistently found that depletion of any of the components led to 
disruption of the targeting for inner membrane proteins.  
Interestingly, a poor choice of model proteins in early SRP experiments led to 
incorrect conclusions. β-lactamase, a periplasmic protein synthesized with a cleavable signal 
sequence, was used in several studies.  It was reported that disruption of SRP resulted in a 
signal sequence processing defect, suggesting its localization was SRP dependent (19, 63, 79, 
88, 89).  However, upon further investigation, these results appear to have been indirect.  
Apparently, induction of the heat shock response has a negative effect on the export of β-
lactamase (69).  
As just explained, the SRP in E. coli was discovered by “reverse genetics,” i.e., 
mutants were constructed based on identification of the ffh gene sequence.  Since ffh is 
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essential in E. coli, conditional mutants were constructed where Ffh expression was placed 
under control of the arabinose (ara) or lactose (lac) regulatory sequences.  Experiments to 
measure defects in protein localization were performed after several generations of growth.  
One potential problem to this approach, however, is that secondary effects, such as heat 
shock induction and cell filamentation, can occur after prolonged growth under stressful 
conditions.  These phenotypes can mask the primary defects associated with Ffh depletion.   
Since disrupting a temperature sensitive protein using temperature shift is much more 
rapid than depleting a protein through repressing expression, Park et al. isolated a 
temperature sensitive (TS) allele of ffh (58). This mutant rapidly lost viability and SRP 
function upon shift to the non-permissive temperature of 42oC. Park et al. observed several 
model proteins in this mutant under the permissive and non-permissive temperatures. Both 
periplasmic and outer membrane proteins were not affected by temperature shift except for β-
lactamase. The small defect in β-lactamase localization was still observed but was most 
likely due to the required temperature shift to 42°C (58) as explained above. 
Park et al. (58) also examined two inner membrane proteins in their mutant using a 
method developed by Jander et al. (35). Jander et al. had observed that the C-terminal 
regions of proteins could be biotinylated if they were translationally fused to the biotin-
accepting domain from the 1.3S subunit of Propionibacterium shermanii transcarboxylase 
(PSBT) (35). This domain is biotinylated by biotin ligase (BirA) in the cytoplasm (35). When 
the domain was fused to inner membrane proteins, biotinylation only occurred if localization 
was disrupted. This allowed the detection of slight defects in localization of inner membrane 
proteins by the detection of their biotinylation. Park et al. used the inner membrane proteins 
FtsQ and AcrB with each fused to the biotinylation domain. Both proteins were biotinylated 
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more in their mutant when expressed at the non-permissive temperature than at the 
permissive temperature. This indicated that disruption of Ffh and subsequently the SRP in E. 
coli had an instant effect on the localization of inner membrane proteins. In addition, the 
biotinylation of the inner membrane proteins observed at the permissive temperature 
indicated that the TS Ffh was not fully functional at 30°C which indicated further that the 
mutant’s poor growth was due to SRP defects (58).  
The conclusion from the research is that, as opposed to eukaryotic cells, the E. coli 
SRP is primarily responsible for localization of inner membrane proteins. In bacteria, the 
reason for this is that the co-translational targeting of inner membrane proteins would likely 
prevent the hydrophobic transmembrane segments from aggregating in the aqueous 
environment of the cytoplasm. 
 
Structural analysis of 4.5S RNA 
 
 The structure of the mature 114-nt 4.5S RNA molecule has been studied in several 
ways, including by chemical and enzymatic probing, X-ray crystallography, NMR, and 
crosslinking studies, and each has contributed to the understanding of the structure and 
function of 4.5S RNA. The first major structural analysis of 4.5S RNA was the exhaustive 
chemical and enzymatic probing study conducted by Lentzen et al. (45). Comparing this 
work to the sequence alignment studies performed by Larson and Zwieb (42), they found 
both similarities and differences with the predicted structure. The results with enzymatic 
probing using RNases T1 and T2, which digest single stranded RNA, and RNase V1, which 
digests double stranded RNA specifically, generally agreed with the proposed structure that 
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the molecule was mostly double stranded. More of the molecule became sensitive to T1 and 
T2 digestion upon binding of Ffh, however, indicating that regions became single stranded 
(45). 
 The researchers also used several chemical probes to modify specific regions of the 
nucleotides (45). These modifications interfere with reverse transcription allowing their 
positions to be mapped by primer extension. It was observed that the majority of bases were 
highly resistant to modification (45). Only residues at positions A47, A67 and A68 of the 
processed 4.5S RNA were modified by one of the chemical probes (45). Residues at 
positions A47 and A68 were highly protected, however, when Ffh was bound to the RNA. 
This was the first suggestion that Ffh bound in this region and was later supported by other 
studies (45). 
The RNA structure was also studied using hydroxyl radical probing (45). Hydroxyl 
radicals sever the phosphoribose backbone regardless of basepairing and thus can reveal 
tertiary structure. Bases 60-82 were protected with RNA alone, suggesting these bases are 
involved in a tertiary structure or bend in the helix (45). Also, all of helix 8 (Fig 2) was 
weakly protected by Ffh while bases 35-49 were strongly protected indicating that this is 
where protein binding occurs (45). This information, along with melt curve studies suggested 
that there is more than one conformation for the RNA and that one conformation of the 
molecule attains a tertiary structure. This conclusion has also been supported by NMR and 
crosslinking studies (27, 77). The study by Lentzen et al. provided the foundation for the 
structure of 4.5S RNA and has proven accurate and informative over the proceeding years 
(45). 
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Additional structural studies involved NMR of truncated species of 4.5S RNA both 
with and without the M domain of Ffh, the C-terminal domain that binds 4.5S RNA (77). The 
first study involved a 43-mer, which included the helix 8 region (Fig. 2); and a 28-mer, 
which included the tetraloop and asymmetrical bulge (77). The study found that the M 
domain bound both truncated species but bound with one-tenth the affinity to the 28-mer, 
which lacked the asymmetrical bulge (77). This suggested that both internal bulges were 
important for binding Ffh and that the symmetrical bulge was the primary contact. The NMR 
study showed that the M domain seemed to form a helix-turn-helix motif with one smaller 
helix sitting in the minor groove of the symmetrical bulge (77). They also found that the 
bases in the symmetrical bulge formed many unusual interactions. The structure of the 
symmetrical bulge was consistent with or without the M domain but the overall structure 
seemed to change with M domain bound (77). In a proceeding study, NMR was repeated 
with a 58-mer that included additional bases of 4.5S RNA outside helix 8 (78). In this study, 
it was found that the conserved bases 39, 41 and 68 did not make any contacts with the M 
domain (78). The researchers felt this indicated that their conservation was due to functional 
significance rather than structural (78). Further analysis showed that the large helix from the 
helix-turn-helix motif of the M domain was positioned in the major groove of the 
asymmetrical bulge on the RNA (78). The findings of the NMR studies have not agreed 
completely with other structural studies, including the X-ray crystallography, which 
suggested that the bases in the symmetrical bulge pair with each other while the 
asymmetrical bulge lacks pairing and a major groove (38). 
X-ray crystallography resolves at a higher resolution than NMR but it has the 
disadvantage of putting the molecule in a highly unusual environment in order to obtain 
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crystals. Therefore, the information from these studies should be viewed as a complementary 
picture to those formed by the other studies. That said, the X-ray crystallography studies did 
not entirely agree with the NMR structure (3, 38). There were two main studies done 
involving a truncated species of 4.5S RNA alone (38) and including the M domain (2). These 
studies both agreed and disagreed with the NMR data at different points. The major 
difference between the two studies was the structure of the symmetrical bulge (2, 38). The 
crystallography study found that the bases in the symmetrical bulge formed pairs (38) unlike 
the NMR structure that suggested A47 and A63 were involved with a cross strand stack 
among other unusual interactions (78). Another difference from the NMR studies was that 
the asymmetrical bulge had an unusual conformation where several bases, including A39, 
C40, and A42, were flipped out of the helix, stacked and unpaired, as was found with the 
NMR structure (2, 38). In this way, A39 formed a ledge where it made contact with the M 
domain (2). In the NMR structure where this ledge was absent, A39 was not considered 
important for binding to the M domain (77). Also, it was found that the asymmetrical bulge 
was highly flexible due to this arrangement (2). However, the crystallography and NMR 
studies agreed that the M domain bound the 4.5S RNA in the minor groove of the 
symmetrical bulge (2, 78).  
In comparison with the other studies, crystallography (2, 38) more strongly agreed 
with the chemical and enzymatic probe results (45). The chemical probing allowed detailed 
examination of which groups of each base were protected by base pairing. For example, 
chemical probing predicted a non-Watson-Crick base pairing for bases C46 and A63 (45) and 
this agreed well with the crystallography prediction of a wobble base pair for these bases 
(38). For the remaining bases of the symmetrical bulge, the two studies were in agreement, 
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which strongly suggests that the crystallography structure is relevant to that in native 
conditions.  
Finally, the study examining the structure of helix 8 of 4.5S RNA (Fig 2) compared 
the structure of the decamer that is identical in both 23S rRNA and the 4.5S RNA (38). They 
found that the last five bases of the decamer in the 4.5S RNA shared an exact structure with 
the analogous bases in the 23S rRNA structure (38). This suggested that the decamer may 
share structural homology along with the sequence homology. 
 From these studies, a picture of the molecule becomes apparent where the Ffh binds 
in an unusual manner to the 4.5S RNA by specifically binding the minor groove of the 
symmetrical bulge. This is not typical because while the hydrogen bond donors within the 
major groove vary according to base sequence, the hydrogen bond donors within the minor 
groove do not. In this case, the non-Watson-Crick base pairing of the symmetrical bulge 
allows for a sequence specific interaction between the minor groove and the Ffh protein. 
Also, the flipped out structure of the asymmetrical bulge allows for another contact with the 
Ffh (2). The majority of the structural data suggests 4.5S RNA is highly based paired and 
rigid (2, 38, 45). Although, there is some suggestion from NMR and other binding studies 
that the RNA may undergo a conformational shift in certain bound states (44, 77, 78). In 
conclusion, the structural data allowed an evaluation of the importance of each residue of the 
RNA by another criterion besides conservation. In addition to these criteria, the RNA has 
been analyzed functionally by mutational analysis. 
 
Mutational analysis of 4.5S RNA 
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Studies investigating mutations in the gene encoding for 4.5S RNA have involved 
changes centered at two different sections of the molecule. One series of studies has 
investigated mutants that alter the tetraloop of 4.5S RNA and how they affect the GTPase 
activity of Ffh and FtsY. Another series of studies have investigated mutants that alter the 
highly conserved bases in the asymmetrical and symmetrical bulges of helix 8. First, the 
studies examining the tetraloop will be reviewed. The studies of the highly conserved bases 
in helix 8, which are the most pertinent to this thesis, will then be reviewed. 
Previously, it was found that the SRP/FtsY complex formed in the presence of GMP-
PNP, a GTP analog that is resistant to hydrolysis, was dependent on 4.5S RNA (51). In 
addition, conversion of GTP to GDP by the SRP/FtsY complex was dependent on the 
presence of 4.5S RNA and that the presence of signal sequence inhibited GTP hydrolysis 
(51). Further investigation of the role of 4.5S RNA in the Ffh/FtsY interaction and in GTP 
hydrolysis suggested why the tetraloop of the 4.5S RNA was important (60, 61). Since the 
tetraloop was shown to be near the GTPase site of the SRP/FtsY complex, Jagath et al. 
examined the effects of changes to the tetraloop on both SRP/FtsY complex formation and 
SRP function (33). When examined by gel retardation assays, alterations of the tetraloop did 
not affect the 4.5S RNA/Ffh interaction but did disrupt the SRP/FtsY interaction (33). When 
examined using the same complementation system of Wood et al. (99), none of the tetraloop 
mutants complemented (33). The mutants tested included: a change from the wild type 
GGAA to GAAU, which disrupts the GNRA type tetraloop; the change to all-pyrimidine 
sequences UUUU and CUUC, which do not form a tetraloop; and the change to UUCG, 
which forms an alternate UNCG type tetraloop (33). The observation that all of these failed 
to complement even though they did not affect Ffh binding suggested that the tetraloop plays 
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an important function in the SRP. The study by Jagath et al. concluded that this function was 
enabling SRP/FtsY interaction (33). However, it was later found that the tetraloop changes 
did not disrupt the SRP/FtsY interaction (83). In regards to the previous suggestion that the 
4.5S RNA-EF-G interaction was critical for the cell (54, 55), the tetraloop mutations did not 
involve the decamer sequence and presumably would not affect the 4.5S RNA-EF-G 
interaction. Although the results show that the interaction with EF-G is not the only critical 
role for 4.5S RNA, there is still a possibility that the 4.5S RNA is essential for contacting 
both SRP and EF-G. 
Spanggord et al. revisited the effect of the UUCG tetraloop change and found that 
SRP/FtsY could still interact (83). The difference in results compared to Jagath et al. (33) 
was attributed to the concentration of the GTP analog GMPPCP. GTP/GDP cycling serves to 
recycle the SRP/FtsY complex with the SRP/FtsY complex forming when Ffh and FtsY bind 
GTP and releasing when the GTPases convert GTP to GDP. Free Ffh and FtsY 
spontaneously release GDP in exchange for GTP allowing the units to be recycled in the SRP 
pathway (34). The GMPPCP analog resists cleavage to allow the stable formation of the 
SRP/FtsY complex. The observation that the tetraloop change did not disrupt SRP/FtsY 
interaction meant that the role of the tetraloop has an alternative function (83). Spanggord et 
al. further investigated the effect of tetraloop changes on the GTPase center of Ffh/FtsY 
using BABE-Fe mapping. p-Bromoacetamidobenzyl-EDTA, iron chelate (BABE-Fe) reacts 
with cysteine residues and introduces the iron (Fe) chelate that cleaves a nucleotide chain 
near the cysteine residue (83). Spanggord et al. introduced cysteine residues into Ffh and 
FtsY near the GTPase center (83). They found that the changes to the tetraloop caused a 
different orientation of the tetraloop in relation to the GTPase center. This coincided with a 
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decrease in GTPase activity of the SRP/FtsY complex. They also found that the orientation 
of the stem of 4.5S RNA did not change. This suggests that the essential function of the 
tetraloop involves the activity of the GTPase of Ffh and/or FtsY (83). 
Siu et al. further explored the possibility that the tetraloop is important for GTPase 
activity (81). They measured the GTPase activity of the SRP/FtsY complex with several 
more tetraloop mutants besides the UUCG tetraloop examined by Spanggord et al. (83). The 
results agreed with the UUCG tetraloop results, showing an almost complete reduction of 
GTPase activity (81). Interestingly, when the sequence was altered but the GNRA tetraloop 
was left intact with the sequences GUAA and GAAA, there were still reductions in GTPase 
activity (81). This suggests that not only the structure or type of tetraloop is important but 
also the specific sequence. Siu et al. also tested one of the all-pyrimidine tetraloop constructs 
of CUUC (81). Intriguingly, this sequence had a higher GTPase activity than those that 
retained the GNRA type tetraloop, even though CUUC does not form a canonical tetraloop 
(81).  
To determine the importance of the tetraloop for cell viability, Siu et al. (81) tested 
their tetraloop mutants for complementation using “pulse curing,” a method originally 
described by Brown et al., to clone homologues of 4.5S RNA from other species (15). In this 
latter study, an E. coli strain was used where the sole copy of functional ffs was carried on a 
λcI857 prophage. Cells are exposed to a short heat pulse at 42oC to initiate lytic growth of the 
prophage.  After this heat pulse, the cells are cooled to renature the heat-labile repressor and 
to prevent full development of lytic growth.  Subsequent growth of the cultures at 30oC 
results in loss (curing) of the non-replicating prophage (15).  Using this λ lysogen, Siu et al. 
reported that only the mutants with the UUUU and UUCG changes to the tetraloop of 4.5S 
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RNA were unable to complement (81). The UUUU and UUCG changes corresponded to loss 
of GTPase activity (81). Siu et al. reported that the other changes to the tetraloop, which 
showed intermediate levels of GTPase activity, were able to complement (81). Siu et al. 
concluded that cells can tolerate slightly decreased GTPase activity.  
However, the λ lysogen used by Siu et al. (81) is not ideal for complementation tests 
since the method of “pulse curing” will only result in loss of the prophage and wild type ffs in 
50-80% of the cells (15). This means complementation must be conducted at 42oC to 
eliminate those cells that haven’t lost the prophage by inducing the lytic cycle. Those cells 
that do not lyse will have lost the prophage, as well as the wild type copy of ffs it bears. 
Surprisingly, while Siu et al. (81) reported using the λ lysogen described by Brown et al. 
(15), they apparently did not use a “pulse curing” method, rather appearing to select for 
growth directly at 42oC. Colonies that survived at 42oC would most likely represent defective 
prophage mutants or false positives rather than complementing clones. Brown et al. checked 
constructs which complemented with the λ lysogen to see if they were false positives by also 
testing them in a Ptac-ffs strain (15). Siu et al. did not check their tetraloop mutants in this 
way (81). In fact, the complementation study performed by Jagath et al. utilizing a Ptac-ffs 
strain directly contradicts a result reported by Siu et al. (33). Specifically, Jagath et al. (33) 
determined using a Ptac-ffs strain that the CUUC tetraloop mutant did not complement while 
Siu et al. reported that it did (81). Siu et al. attributed the disagreement between these results 
to the different vectors used for expressing the complementing copy of ffs (81). However, it 
is known that expression from the construct used by Jagath et al. (33) was higher than the 
one used by Siu et al. (81). If the results of Jagath et al. are correct (33), small decreases in 
GTPase activity caused by tetraloop changes are lethal in E. coli. Also, Siu et al. did not 
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include an ffs null allele as a negative control for the experiments (81). Considering the 
contradicting results and deficiencies of methods used by Siu et al. (81), the importance of 
the tetraloop of 4.5S RNA for cell viability should be reexamined. 
Just as there are contradictions between mutational studies involving the tetraloop, 
there are contradictions with those involving the highly conserved bases in the asymmetrical 
and symmetrical bulges of helix 8. Wood et al. (99) conducted the first genetic study to 
assess the function of individual bases of 4.5S RNA within helix 8. To do this, they 
examined the effects of point mutations within ffs on viability in complementation 
experiments.  The strain used for complementation by Wood et al. used a Ptac-ffs construct. 
They placed expression of mutant alleles of ffs under control of the trp promoter on a 
multiple copy number plasmid. This vector expressed the mutant alleles at higher than wild 
type levels without tryptophan and below wild type levels with tryptophan. Suprisingly, 
Wood et al. found very few mutations failed to complement well under all conditions 
tested.  The exceptions being the C62G mutation as well as a large deletion of residues 49-60 
(99), which both failed to complement under any condition. Beyond these two, only the 
A47C mutation showed a significant decrease in complementation with no colonies forming 
without tryptophan at 37°C (99).These results fit well with the crystal structure of 4.5S RNA 
and Ffh that show the A47 and C62 bases both made important contacts with the M domain 
of Ffh (2). However, the expression of other mutants representing highly conserved residues 
A39C, G48U, G49C, A60U, G61U, and A63C was able to form healthy colonies even with 
~50% of wild type expression (99). 
Wood et al. also examined the ability of the different 4.5S RNA species to bind Ffh 
using an in vitro assay (99). Mutants A47C and C62G did not bind Ffh, which agreed with 
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structural data (2), sequence conservation (42), and complementation results (99). However, 
A39C, G48U, G49C, and G61U also lacked Ffh binding (99). While these results agreed with 
structural data that showed A39, G48, G49 and G61 were involved with Ffh binding, it 
suggested, when combined with the complementation results, that 4.5S RNA binding to Ffh 
was not essential for the cell. This is in conflict with other reports that clearly showed the 
ability of 4.5S RNA to bind Ffh was essential for the cell (17, 100). One explanation of this 
apparent contradiction is that the filter binding assay was not sensitive enough to detect low 
levels of binding. (37). 
Other factors also complicate the study by Wood et al.  Since the complementation 
tests were never performed in haploid, and given the inherent leakiness of the tac promoter, it 
is possible that low levels of 4.5S RNA expression could confound the results of the genetic 
analysis.  Also, given that E. coli requires very little 4.5S RNA for viability, and that the ffs 
alleles were expressed by the trp promoter on multiple copy number plasmids, it is difficult 
to assign functional importance to individual 4.5S RNA bases.  
 While Wood et al. studied the effects of 4.5S RNA mutations on Ffh binding (99), it 
was subsequently discovered that the RNA also bound EF-G (80). As mentioned previously, 
Brown found that suppressor mutations that overcame the lethal effects of low levels of 4.5S 
RNA mapped to fusA, the structural gene encoding EF-G. Later it was determined that EF-G 
directly bound 4.5S RNA and that this interaction was about one-tenth the strength of the Ffh 
and 4.5S RNA interaction (80, 85).  
Nakamura et al. also generated 4.5S RNA mutants to study the significance of the 
RNA interaction with EF-G.  Specifically, it had been observed by Shibata et al. that 4.5S 
RNA contains a decamer (residues 58-67 , Fig 2) that matches the sequence of bases 1068-
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1077 of 23S rRNA (80).  Interestingly, the decamer of 23S rRNA had been implicated in 
binding to EF-G (53, 82). Nakamura et al. changed three residues inside the decamer, C62G, 
G64U, and A67C in addition to G48C and G49C outside the decamer (54).  
Nakamura et al. utilized a similar strain used by Wood et al. to assess function of the 
4.5S RNA mutants (54). However, instead of using the trp promoter and operator for 
expression of the ffs alleles (99), a lac promoter lacking the repressor binding site was used 
(54). These constructs were carried on medium copy number plasmids and were introduced 
to the Ptac-ffs mutant and grown both with and without inducer. Complementation test results 
were presented as the sustainability of growth after depletion of the inducer IPTG in broth 
cultures. In agreement with Wood et al, (97)  both G48C and G49C complemented fully (54).  
In contrast, the three mutations in the decamer sequence all exhibited a defect in 
complementation (54). While Wood et al. found that C62G did not complement under any 
conditions (99), Nakamura et al. reported that the C62G mutant maintained logarithmic 
growth, albeit slower than wild type, up to 10 hours after depletion of wild type 4.5S RNA 
(54). In addition, Nakamura et al. results show that the mutants G64U and A67C had slower 
growth under complementing conditions than C62G (54). When the mutant 4.5S RNAs were 
tested in a filter binding assay to measure their ability to bind EF-G, Nakamura et al. found 
that the decamer mutations tested all but abolished binding (54). The G48C and G49C 
mutations caused a slight decrease in EF-G binding (54). When the results of Nakamura et al. 
are considered alone, they suggest that interaction of 4.5S RNA with EF-G is essential for 
viability, while interaction with Ffh is dispensable (54).  
A follow up study was conducted by Nakamura et al. where additional 4.5S RNA 
mutants were tested for binding to EF-G, including deletion derivatives (55). 4.5S RNA has 
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five internal bulge regions and a tetraloop (Fig 2). A close correlation between the deletion of 
the decamer sequence and viability was observed (55). It is important to note that the 
decamer deletion mutants also included loss of highly conserved residues known to be 
important for binding Ffh (2, 99). This means the results cannot discern if the loss of viability 
was caused by disrupting the EF-G binding or Ffh binding of 4.5S RNA. Interestingly, the 
4.5S RNA point mutations used to study EF-G binding were not tested in complementation 
experiments (55). Although, none of the data from this study contradict the conclusion that 
the 4.5S RNA-EF-G interaction is essential for the cell, other studies directly contradict this 
conclusion.  
From the mutational analysis, it can be concluded that highly conserved residues of 
4.5S RNA are important for binding Ffh to form the SRP, activating GTPase activity in the 
SRP/FtsY complex and binding the translational factor EF-G. For the most part, the 
structural analysis of 4.5S RNA and the SRP ultimately support the mutational analysis, 
although discrepancies remain. Also, the role of the interaction between 4.5S RNA and EF-G 
remains unknown. Results from experiments presented in this thesis will resolve the 
discrepancies of the previous complementation studies and resolve the importance of the 
highly conserved bases of 4.5S RNA for its interaction with Ffh. In addition, results will be 
presented which will resolve the importance of the 4.5S RNA-EF-G interaction. 
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FIG. 1.  Comparison of secondary structures of SRP RNAs (20).   
The secondary structure of 4.5S RNA (E. coli) compared with the SRP RNA of an archaea 
(Methanococcus jannaschii), eukaryote (Homo sapiens), and gram positive bacterium 
(Bacillus subtilis). Numbers 1-8 correspond to the 8 helices of SRP RNA. Dashes represent 
Watson-Crick base pairing and circles represent non-Watson-Crick base pairing. The highly 
conserved region of helix 8 is circled in red on 4.5S RNA. 
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FIG. 1 
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FIG. 2. Secondary structure of 4.5S RNA of E. coli (2).  
The secondary structure of E. coli is given with dashes representing Watson-Crick pairing, 
and dots representing non-Watson-Crick pairing. The highly conserved region of helix 8 is 
circled in red. The bases are numbered by marking every tenth base. 
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ABSTRACT 
To more clearly understand the function of conserved bases of 4.5S RNA, the product of the 
essential ffs gene of Escherichia coli, and to address conflicting results reported in other 
studies, we have developed a new genetic system to characterize ffs mutants.  Multiple ffs 
alleles were generated by altering several positions that correspond to the region of the RNA 
molecule that interacts directly with Ffh in assembly of the signal recognition particle.  To 
facilitate characterization of the mutant alleles with minimal manipulation, recombineering 
was used to construct new F′ factors to easily move each allele into different genetic 
backgrounds for expression in single copy.  In combination with plasmids that expressed ffs 
in multiple copy number, the F′ factors provided an accurate assessment of the ability of the 
different 4.5S RNA mutants to function in vivo.  Consistent with structural analysis of the 
SRP, highly conserved bases in 4.5S RNA are important for binding Ffh.  Despite the high 
degree of conservation, however, only a single base (C62) was indispensable for RNA 
function under all conditions tested.  To quantify the interaction between 4.5S RNA and Ffh, 
an assay was developed to measure the ability of mutant 4.5S RNA molecules to co-purify 
with Ffh.  Defects in Ffh binding correlated with loss of SRP-dependent protein localization.  
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Real-time quantitative PCR was also used to measure the levels of wild type and mutant 4.5S 
RNA expressed in vivo.  These results clarify inconsistencies from prior studies and yielded a 
convenient method to study the function of multiple alleles.  
 
INTRODUCTION 
The signal recognition particle (SRP) is an RNA-protein complex that functions in all 
three domains of life to localize proteins outside of the cytoplasmic compartment.  The SRP 
functions early in the targeting pathway by binding to hydrophobic signal sequences or 
transmembrane domains as they emerge from the ribosome.  The nascent 
polypeptide/ribosome/ SRP complex subsequently interacts with a membrane-bound receptor 
to facilitate co-translational insertion of the polypeptide into or through the membrane (17-
19, 27).  Mechanistically, the process of targeting proteins either into or across the 
endoplasmic reticulum in eukaryotes is equivalent to localization to the cytoplasmic 
membrane of bacteria.   
In higher eukaryotes the SRP consists of a 7S RNA species in association with six 
distinct proteins (48), while in E. coli the SRP includes a single protein (Ffh) in a complex 
with 4.5S RNA (39, 41).  Genetic analysis in E. coli has shown that the genes encoding both 
Ffh and 4.5S RNA (ffs) are essential for viability (9, 38), and depletion of either component 
results in a defect in localization of proteins to the cytoplasmic membrane (15).  The relative 
simplicity of the E. coli SRP, coupled with its conserved cellular function, makes it an 
attractive system to study the fundamental components of membrane protein targeting. 
Biochemical studies have shown that the SRP is a multi-functional ribonucleoprotein 
complex.  It functions to bind and release hydrophobic polypeptides, interacts with ribosomes 
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and the SRP receptor (FtsY in E. coli), and is a GTPase (28, 29, 35, 40, 43, 50).  While all of 
these activities can be attributed directly to the multi-domain Ffh protein, the role of 4.5S 
RNA in SRP function is less clear.  In vitro 4.5S RNA has been shown to stabilize Ffh upon 
binding hydrophobic polypeptides (12, 52).  Kinetic analysis of Ffh/FtsY interaction revealed 
that 4.5S RNA also enhances association and stability of the complex (34, 35).  The RNA 
also plays a role in stabilizing Ffh when bound to membrane proteins (12, 52), and may also 
participate in interaction with membrane proteins targeted by the SRP (4).  Prior to its 
discovery as a component of the SRP, 4.5S RNA was proposed to function in protein 
synthesis (7, 8).  Clearly, more studies are required to understand the role of 4.5S RNA in E. 
coli physiology.   
 Genetic approaches, including characterization of multiple mutant ffs alleles have 
been used to better identify how different regions of the molecule contribute to its function.  
For example, deletion mutants of ffs (2, 32) confirmed that the region absolutely required for 
4.5S RNA function includes the highly conserved helix 8 (25), which makes direct contact 
with Ffh (2).  Other studies have focused on the four base tetraloop structure, which 
apparently is important for stimulating GTP hydrolysis of the SRP-FtsY complex (22, 45).   
Mutant alleles have also been constructed to identify individual bases within helix 8 
that are essential for 4.5S RNA function both in vivo and in vitro (31, 51).  In reviewing the 
results of these latter studies, however, we identified limitations of the genetic systems used 
that made interpretation of the data difficult.  For example, these studies used mutants where 
the sole functional copy of ffs was under control of the tac promoter for complementation 
tests (31, 51).  However, expression of ffs from this construct is not fully repressed in the 
absence of the inducer IPTG, as evidenced by the ability of the strains to yield suppressor 
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mutations that allowed E. coli to survive with low levels of 4.5S RNA (7, 8).  This feature, 
although useful for isolation of suppressor mutants, indicates that sufficient levels of 4.5S 
RNA are produced that could complicate the interpretation of complementation tests.   
We also questioned the sensitivity of the methods for complementation tests since the 
ffs alleles were expressed from multiple copy number, pBR322-derivative plasmids.  Also, 
the wild type ffs promoter was not used for expression in these constructs (31, 51).  As 
observed previously (51), and as confirmed by the results presented here, expression of 
mutant 4.5S RNA at sufficiently high levels can mask its functional defects.   
In addition to methodological concerns, we noted that the results of these prior studies 
did not always match expectations.  For example, Wood et al. (51) showed that all of the ffs 
mutants, with the exception of ffsC62G, were able to complement a mutant where the wild 
type copy of ffs was expressed at sufficiently high levels.  However, binding of selected 
mutant RNAs to Ffh was not detected either by in vitro binding assays or in vivo by Northern 
blot analysis of RNA recovered by immunoprecipitation of Ffh.  Since the SRP is required 
for E. coli viability, it is difficult to understand how a mutant 4.5S RNA that no longer bound 
Ffh could also support growth.  Nakamura et al. conducted a similar study of ffs mutants 
(31).  Although this study was designed to examine the interaction between 4.5S RNA and 
elongation factor-G (EF-G), complementation tests using a similar conditional ffs mutant 
revealed that alleles G64U and A67C failed to support growth when expressed from 
recombinant plasmids.  In contrast, the G48C allele complemented as well as wild type ffs.  
Inspection of the E. coli SRP crystal structure shows that while bases A47, G48, and C62 
make significant contacts with Ffh, bases G64 and A67 do not make direct contacts (2, 3).  It 
is unclear why the complementation tests did not reflect the predicted importance of the 
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bases as revealed by the SRP structure.  Although Wood et al. (51) showed that G48U failed 
to complement under some growth conditions, they did not test mutants altered at positions 
G64 and A67.   
Measurements of the levels of 4.5S RNA expressed in the cell have also resulted in 
varied conclusions.  The levels of 4.5S RNA have been reported as high as 20% of the value 
of 5S rRNA (20, 26), while Jensen and Pedersen reported levels significantly lower (24).  
Determining the intracellular levels of 4.5S RNA has implications for understanding how the 
RNA functions in E. coli other than as a component of the SRP. 
To clarify the results of previous studies, and to unambiguously identify the bases 
within helix 8 that are important for 4.5S RNA function, we developed a genetic system to 
express ffs alleles in single copy.  Although there are multiple ways to express genes in single 
copy, including low copy number plasmids or integration of gene constructs into the bacterial 
chromosome [reviewed in (37)], we used recombineering, i.e., bacteriophage λ Red 
recombination (13), to construct new F′ factors for this purpose.  This approach allowed us to 
construct and transfer multiple ffs alleles, with minimal manipulation, to a strain engineered 
specifically to perform complementation tests in haploid.  Historically, F′s have been 
instrumental in understanding gene function and regulation in E. coli (37), but have largely 
been replaced by recombinant DNA.  The use of the recombineering strategy described here 
reintroduces F′ factors as useful tools for bacterial genetics.  To more thoroughly test the 
ability of the mutant 4.5S RNA to interact with Ffh, we also developed an assay to measure 
this association in vivo.  These assays clearly identified the bases of helix 8 essential for SRP 
function and Ffh binding thus clarifying inconsistencies found in prior studies. In addition, 
we provide an independent measurement of the levels of 4.5S RNA in E. coli. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Bacterial strains, plasmids and media.  Strains and plasmids used in this study are shown 
in Table 1.  Media were prepared as described by Miller (30).  Antibiotics and other 
chemicals were obtained from Sigma Chemical Co. (St. Louis, MO).  Enzymes for cloning 
were obtained from New England Biolabs (Ispsich, MA) and Fermentas Life Sciences (Glen 
Burnie, MD).  
Construction of ffs alleles.  PCR mutagenesis was used to construct the ffs alleles used in 
this study.  PCR primers are shown in Table 2 and were obtained from Integrated DNA 
Technologies (Coralville, IA).  pSB832 (Table 1) was used as a template for all PCR 
reactions.  PCR was performed using rTaq Mastermix (Takara Bio, Inc., Otsu, Japan) using a 
PTC-100 thermocycler (MJ Research, Inc., Waltham, MA) with the following cycling 
conditions: 5 min at 95°, 25 cycles of (30 sec at 95°, 30 sec at 55°, 1 min at 72°), and 10 min 
at 72°. The A39C, C40G, C41G, A42U, C46G, A47C, A47G, G48C, G48U and G49C 
mutant products were produced using their respective primers with the EcoRI-40s-S primer 
(Table 4). The G58A, A60U, G61U, C62G, A63C, G64U, C65G, A67C, A67G and A67U 
mutant products were produced using their respective primers with the 832.AS primer (Table 
4). 
PCR products were purified from 0.8% agarose gels using the Qiaex II elution kit 
(Qiagen, Valencia, CA) and dissolved in sterile, nanopure water.  The purified products 
representing alleles A39C, C40G, C41G, A42U, C46G, A47C, A47G, G48C, G48U and 
G49C were digested with BspEI and EcoRI, and cloned into gel-purified pSB832 digested 
with the same enzymes.  Products representing alleles G58A, A60U, G61U, C62G, A63C, 
G64U, C65G, A67C, A67G and A67U were digested with BspEI and SalI and cloned into 
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pSB832.  All constructs were confirmed by DNA sequencing at the DNA Sequencing and 
Synthesis Facility of Iowa State University.   
Construction of new F prime plasmids.  Derivatives of F'lac proA+B+ were constructed 
using the recombineering method described by Warming et al. (49) for modification of 
bacterial artificial chromosomes.  Initially, F'lac proA+B+ was moved from CSH100 into 
SW102 by conjugation with selection for Lac+.  To modify the F′ by recombineering, 0.5 ml 
of overnight cultures of SW102 F'lac proA+B+ were transferred to 50 ml of fresh LB and 
grown at 30°C with vigorous shaking until an OD600 of between 0.5-0.6 was reached.  The 
culture was shifted to 42°C with continued shaking for exactly 15 minutes to induce the Red 
recombinase genes.  Cultures were immediately placed in an ice water slurry with gentle 
agitation for 5 minutes.  Cells were pelleted at 4°C and washed twice with ice cold, sterile, 
nanopure water before being resuspended in 500 µl of water.  To provide a convenient 
selectable marker, cat, encoding chloramphenicol resistance (CamR),  was first introduced to 
F'lac proA+B+ by recombination into cynX, carried by the F'.  The cat cassette was amplified 
from pKD3 with primers cynX-KD3.S and cynX-KD3.AS (Table 2) using cycling conditions 
of: 5 min at 95°, 25 cycles of (30 sec at 95°, 1 min at 55°, 30 sec at 72°), and 10 min at 72°.  
The PCR product was gel purified and ~1 µg of DNA was electroporated into SW102 F'lac 
proA+B+.  CamR recombinants were selected at 30°C on LB plus Cam (12.5 µg/ml). 
As summarized in Fig. 1, galK+ was introduced to F'lac proA+B+ at lacA using a 
similar strategy.  galK was amplified from pGalK (49) using primers lacA-galK.S and lacA-
galK.AS (Table 2).  As described, recombinants were selected on galactose minimal medium 
at 30°C for 48 h and then tested for sensitivity to 2-deoxy-galactose (2-DOG) (49).  A second 
round of recombineering was used to replace galK at the lacA target site with each ffs allele.  
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PCR was used to amplify the ffs alleles from each of the pSB832-derivtive plasmids 
described above using primers 832-lacA.S and 832-lacA.AS (Table 2).  Purified products 
were electroporated into SW102 F' lac proA+B+ and plated on 2-DOG minimal medium and 
incubated 48 h at 30°C.  Several of the resulting colonies were picked and screened by PCR 
to identify the correct recombinants.  For this, total cellular DNA was purified from 
recombinants using the Masterpure Complete DNA & RNA Purification Kit (Epicentre, 
Madison, WI).  The DNA was probed using primers lacA-diag.S and lacA-diag.AS (Table 2) 
and cycling conditions of: 5 min at 95°, 25 cycles of (30 sec at 95°, 1 min at 55°, 1 min at 
72°), 10 min at 72°.  Desired recombinants were identified by detection of a ~0.4-kb product, 
in contrast to the ~1.4-kb product yielded by the galK+ parent. 
Complementation tests.  The strain JP2005 was constructed by transforming CSH109 with 
pffsTS-Spc, a spectinomycin resistant (SpcR) derivative of a pSC101 cloning vector with a 
temperature-sensitive origin of replication (36) and expressing wild type 4.5S RNA.  
Transformations were performed as described by Inoue et al. (21).  Transformants were then 
transduced to ffs::kan-591 using a bacteriophage P1 lysate prepared on S1693 (Table 1) (30).  
Kanamycin resistant (KanR) transductants were selected at 30°C and tested for temperature-
sensitivity at 42°C.  The resulting strain, JP2005, was used as the recipient in conjugation 
reactions with each of the SW102 F' donors carrying wild type and mutant ffs alleles.  Donors 
and recipient were patched together on an LB agar plate and incubated at 30°C for 12 h.  
Transconjugants were selected by streaking cells onto LB agar plates supplemented with 
Cam (12.5 µg/ml) and Spc (100 µg/ml) (for counterselection).  To express the mutant alleles 
in multiple copy, each of the pSB832-derivative plasmids described above were used to 
transform JP2005.   
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 Efficiency of plating was used to assess the ability of the ffs alleles to complement 
ffs::kan-591 in JP2005.  Transconjugants or transformants were grown overnight at 30°C and 
then serial dilutions were plated in duplicate at 30°C and 42°C, the non-permissive 
temperature for pffsTS-Spc.  Single colonies were counted after overnight incubation and the 
results reported as the number of colonies formed at 42°C divided by the colonies formed at 
30°C.  The colonies that formed at 42°C were also replica plated onto LB + Spc plates to 
confirm the loss of pffsTS-Spc.  Spc-sensitive JP2005 derivatives were saved to further 
characterize the ffs alleles in haploid.   
To compare growth of the mutants in haploid, overnight cultures of JP2005 
transformants were serially diluted and ~5 µl spotted onto 100 mm2 LB agar plates. The 
plates were incubated at 42°C for 48 hr and images of the colonies taken with a digital 
camera (Nikon CoolPix 4500).  The plates were incubated for an additional 48 hr at 30°C and 
images of the same colonies were again captured. 
Determination of 4.5S RNA levels by RT-qPCR.  Reverse transcriptase real-time 
quantitative PCR (RT-qPCR) was used to measure the amount of 4.5S RNA in E. coli in 
comparison to 5S rRNA. Total cellular RNA was extracted from overnight cultures using the 
MasterPure™ Complete DNA and RNA Purification Kit (Epicentre, Madison, WI) following 
the manufacturer’s protocol for RNA purification from gram negative bacteria.  Samples 
were probed for both 4.5S RNA and 5S RNA using a BioRad iCycler with a MyiQ detection 
system (Bio-Rad, Hercules CA).  RT-qPCR reactions were performed by adding 1 µl of 10 
µM solution of each primer, RTffs-for and RTffs-rev (Table 2) for 4.5S RNA or RTrrf-for 
and RTrrf-rev (Table 2) for 5S RNA, 1 µl of purified total RNA (~20 pg), 9 µl of PCR-grade 
water.  Samples were incubated at 85°C for 3 min to denature the RNA and then placed on 
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ice for 1 min before adding 13 µl of pre-reaction mix which included 12.5 µl of RT-qPCR 
with Sybr Green Master Mix (BioRad, Hercules, CA) and 0.5 µl of Reverse Transcriptase 
Solution (BioRad, Hercules, CA).  Amplification conditions included: 10 min at 52°C, 5 min 
at 95°C, and 40 cycles of 30 sec at 95°C followed by 30 sec at 55°C.  Measurements were 
recorded by the instrument at the 55°C incubation step of each cycle.   
The specificity of the RT-qPCR products was confirmed by performing melting 
curves to measure the change in fluorescence as the PCR amplicons denatured.  Melting 
curves were performed by incubating the PCR products for 1 min at 95°C, followed by a 
return to 55°C.  The temperature was then increased in 0.5°C increments every 30 sec for 40 
min with readings taken at each step. 
The MyiQ software (BioRad, Hercules CA) was used to determine the threshold 
cycle (Ct) values and melting curve peaks.  The Ct value represents the cycle number where 
the signal for a sample passes a specific threshold above background established by the 
software to obtain the most precise values.  The MyiQ software then generated the melting 
curves by plotting the change in fluorescent signal vs. temperature.  Detection of a single 
product or peak on the graph confirmed the RT-qPCR reaction yielded an accurate 
measurement of input RNA concentration.   
The ratio of 4.5S RNA to 5S RNA in each sample was calculated by first establishing 
a standard curve correlating RNA quantity to Ct value.  RNA was produced by in vitro 
transcription of both ffs and rrfG (encoding 5S rRNA) under control of the T7 promoter on 
the plasmid pT7T3ffs (51), or pZERO-T7rrfG using the AmpliScribe™ T7-Flash™ 
Transcription Kit (Epicentre Biotechnologies, Madison, WI).  The T7 promoter-rrfG 
construct was synthesized (Integrated DNA Technologies, Coralville IA) using the sequence 
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information of a similar construct (16), and carried by the vector pZERO (Invitrogen, 
Carlsbad CA).  Dilutions of the in vitro transcripts were analyzed by RT-qPCR to establish 
standard curves for both RNA species.  RT-qPCR was then performed on total cellular RNA 
to determine the Ct value for both 4.5S RNA and 5S RNA.  The resulting Ct values were all 
within the range of the standard curve (data not shown).  The absolute values determined 
from the standard curve for 4.5S RNA were divided by the same values for 5S RNA to 
determine the number of 4.5S RNA molecules per 5S RNA. 
To test the levels of expression of the ffs alleles that failed to complement in single 
copy we introduced a plasmid (pSB1334) expressing an ffs orthologue from Micrococcus 
lysodeikticus (ffsMl) (8).  While ffsMl complements an E. coli ffs mutant, it is sufficiently 
distinct as not to yield a signal in the RT-qPCR reactions used here. 
Assay of 4.5S/Ffh interaction in vivo.  Ffh was purified from JP2005 derivatives 
transformed with pBADffh-6XHis, a plasmid that expresses Ffh tagged at the C-terminus 
with a hexahistidine (6xHis) epitope.  50 ml cultures were grown in LB at 37°C until cells 
reached mid-exponential growth phase (~3 h).  50 µl of 10% L-arabinose was then added to 
induce ffh expression.  After ~30 min, cells were pelleted and resuspended in 3 ml of binding 
buffer (Zymo Research, Orange, CA).  1000 U of lysozyme was added and the suspensions 
were placed on ice for 30 min.  Cells were maintained in an ice slurry and lysed by 
sonication using a Vibra Cell machine (Sonics & Materials Inc., Newtown, CT) at 20% 
power for 5 min using 10 sec intervals.  The lysates were centrifuged and 300 µl of the 
supernatant added to a spin column for purification of Ffh using the His-spin Purification Kit 
(Zymo Research, Orange, CA).   
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 RT-qPCR was used to quantify the amount of 4.5S RNA that co-purified with Ffh.  
RT-qPCR reactions were performed using 1 µl of purified protein (200 ng) using the 
conditions described in the previous section.  The specificity of the RT-qPCR products was 
again confirmed by performing melting curves to measure the change in fluorescence as the 
PCR amplicons denature.  The relative signals for the test samples were calculated by 
comparing the Ct values of each sample with a standard curve generated using serially 
diluted 4.5S RNA transcribed in vitro.  The Ct values for these samples were within the range 
of the standard curve (data not shown).  The signal to protein value was calculated by 
dividing the relative signal from the RT-qPCR by the protein concentration of each sample.  
Protein concentrations were measured using the Quant-iTTM Protein Assay Kit (Invitrogen, 
Carlsbad, CA) and readings were taken on a NanoDrop ND-3300 Fluorospectrometer 
(NanoDrop Technologies, Wilmington, DE) using the Quant-iTTM protein module in the 
NanoDrop ND-3300 software (version 2.6).  Concentrations of purified Ffh were determined 
by comparison with the linear portion of a standard curve generated using the Quant-iTTM 
Protein Assay Kit.   
FtsQ localization assay.  The biotinylation assay described previously was used to monitor 
localization of the SRP-dependent, cytoplasmic membrane protein, FtsQ (33, 47).  The 
plasmid pBADftsQ-V5-PSBT was constructed using the pBADtopo cloning system 
(Invitrogen, Carslbad, CA) to encode FtsQ fused to the V5 epitope and the biotin-accepting 
domain from the 1.3S subunit of Propionibacterium shermanii transcarboxylase (PSBT) 
(23). Selected ffs mutants were transformed with this plasmid and grown to mid-logarithmic 
growth phase before inducing with arabinose.  After reaching an OD600 of ~0.6, proteins 
were prepared for SDS-PAGE and resolved on 12% polyacrylamide gels. 
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Proteins were transferred to a PVDF membrane and probed for FtsQ using goat anti-
V5 antibody (Bethyl Inc., Montgomery, TX) and rabbit anti-goat-horseradish peroxidase 
conjugate (BioRad, Hercules, CA).  Biotinylated FtsQ was detected using streptavidin-
horseradish peroxidase conjugate (Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO), as described 
previously (33).  Proteins were visualized using the SuperSignal West Femto substrate kit 
(Pierce, Rockford, IL) and imaged using a MultiImage II Light Cabinet (DE-500) (Alpha 
Innotech Corporation, San Leandro, CA) and analyzed with FluorChem 8000 Advanced 
Fluorescence, Chemiluminescence and Visible Light Imaging software (Alpha Innotech 
Corporation, San Leandro, CA).   
 
RESULTS 
A new genetic system to study ffs.   To better understand how conserved bases within helix 
8 of 4.5S RNA contribute to its function we constructed JP2005, an E. coli strain that 
allowed complementation tests of multiple ffs alleles to be performed in haploid.  As shown 
in Fig. 1, the ffs::kan-591 allele in JP2005 is complemented by ffs+ carried on a plasmid that 
is temperature-sensitive for replication.  As a result, JP2005 grows normally at 30°C, but 
grows at 42°C only if a functional copy of ffs is provided.   
Fig. 2 summarizes the mutations made for this study, and depicts the consensus 
sequence of helix 8 compiled from prokaryotic, eukaryotic and archaeal sources (1).  As 
described in Materials and Methods, we used PCR to construct several ffs alleles on the 
pBR322-derivative plasmid, pSB832.  Since one of our goals was to re-evaluate the results of 
previous studies, we made ffs mutations based largely on the changes reported previously 
(31, 51).  This collection included bases known to be contacted directly by Ffh, as well as 
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bases representing varying degrees of evolutionary conservation.  The bases of the tetraloop 
at the end of the hairpin structure of the 4.5S RNA molecule have been shown to be 
dispensable for Ffh binding (22, 45) and were not included in this study.   
We next developed a convenient way to test the ability of the ffs alleles to 
complement ffs::kan-591 in JP2005 when expressed in single copy.  Since F′ factors offer 
several advantages for complementation tests, we used the recombineering method described 
by Warming et al. (49), originally designed for modification of bacterial artificial 
chromosomes, to construct a series of F′s to introduce the ffs alleles in single copy.  For this, 
a derivative of the ∆galK, λ-Red expressing strain SW102 (49) was made by introducing 
F′lac+pro+ by conjugation.  A PCR product where galK+ was flanked by 45-bp sequences 
with homology to lacA was generated and introduced to SW102 F′lac+pro+ by selection for 
Gal+.   
Using plasmids as templates, PCR products representing each ffs allele shown in Fig. 
2 were generated with the same 45-bp extensions homologous to lacA.  Since Gal+ E. coli are 
sensitive to 2-DOG, colonies that grew in the presence of this galactose analog were selected 
and largely represented recombinants where galK+ had been replaced by ffs (Fig. 1).  
Individual colonies were tested by PCR to confirm the replacement of galK for ffs (data not 
shown).  The recombinant F′ factors were introduced to JP2005 by conjugation and the 
resulting strains used in complementation tests.  
Complementation tests with ffs mutants.  The ability of the ffs alleles to complement 
ffs::kan-591 was determined by comparing the efficiency of plating at 30°C and 42°C, the 
non-permissive temperature for replication of the ffs+ plasmid.  The results, summarized in 
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Table 3, showed that six of the mutants (A47G, G48C, G48U, G58A, G61U, and C62G) 
failed to form single colonies at 42°C.  Four additional mutants (A39C, A42U, G49C, and 
A63C) showed a small, but consistent, decrease in efficiency of plating, while the remaining 
mutants were indistinguishable from wild type.  All of the colonies that grew at 42°C became 
Spc-sensitive, indicating loss of the temperature-sensitive ffs+ plasmid.   
Efficiency of plating was also determined using the multiple copy number, pSB832-
derivative plasmids to express the ffs alleles (Table 3).  In contrast to the results from the 
single copy experiments, with one exception, all of the ffs mutations complemented ffs::kan-
591.  Only the C62G mutation failed to support growth at 42°C.   
In the course of conducting these experiments we observed that colony sizes of the 
different mutants, when expressed in either single copy or from multiple copy number 
plasmids, varied significantly, indicating that the mutants grew at different rates.  To directly 
compare the growth characteristics of the mutants, cultures were spotted onto LB plates and 
the colony size monitored after growth at 42oC for 48 hr (Fig. 3).  While the efficiency of 
plating of all of these mutants was near unity when expressed from multi copy-number 
plasmids (Table 3), mutants A47G, G48C, G48U, G61U grew poorly in comparison to wild 
type following incubation at 42°C (Fig. 3).  We observed during the course of experiments 
that colonies of some of the mutants resumed normal growth when incubated below 42°C.  
To characterize this observation further, we grew cultures at 42oC on solid medium for 24 hrs 
and then shifted the plates to 30°C for an additional 48 hr incubation.  Fig. 3 shows that each 
of the mutants that grew poorly at 42°C formed colonies essentially the same size as wild 
type at 30°C, confirming the temperature-sensitivity of the mutants.  These results also 
showed that mutants that exhibited only a small decrease in efficiency of plating (Table 3) 
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had no significant difference in colony size when compared to wild type at 30°C or 42°C 
(Fig. 3).   
Levels of 4.5S RNA expressed in vivo.  Since the function of mutant RNAs is directly 
related to their expression levels, we used RT-qPCR to measure the amounts 4.5S RNA in 
comparison to 5S rRNA, a similar sized RNA species.  RT-qPCR yielded Ct values, defined 
as the fractional cycle number at which the fluorescence signal from the specific product 
passes a fixed threshold that is significantly above background levels.  Since Ct values 
typically vary between different RNA targets and reaction conditions, we first established 
standard curves for both 4.5S RNA and 5S RNA to correlate Ct value with moles of RNA.  
We then compared the amounts of the two RNA species based on the common absolute value 
of moles, rather than Ct.   
 Using this method, 4.5S RNA was found at 3-4% of the levels of 5S rRNA when 
expressed from either an F’ or the chromosome (Table 4).  The levels of 4.5S RNA increased 
~10-fold, however, when the ffs alleles were expressed on multiple copy number plasmids.  
Also, the levels of the different mutant RNAs did not vary significantly from one another 
when expressed from either single or multiple copy number vectors (Table 4).  
In vivo assay for Ffh-4.5S RNA interaction.  To characterize the interaction between 4.5S 
RNA and Ffh in vivo, we used RT-qPCR to determine the amount of 4.5S RNA found 
associated with purified Ffh protein.  A subset of the ffs mutants, representing mutants whose 
growth ranged from poor to near wild type levels (Fig. 3), were tested for their ability to bind 
Ffh in vivo.  Since all of the ffs alleles, with the exception of C62G, supported growth of 
JP2005 when expressed from multiple copy number plasmids, the assays were performed 
with pSB832-derivative transformants. The results are summarized in Table 5.  A strong 
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correlation was observed between how well an individual mutant RNA associated with Ffh 
and its ability to support growth of JP2005.  For example, mutants C40G, A42U and A67U 
supported growth as well as ffs+ at all temperatures (Fig. 3) and associated with Ffh nearly as 
well as wild type RNA (a score of ++++ in Table 5). 
 Mutants A39C, A47C, and A63C showed a more significant reduction in Ffh co-
purification when compared to wild type RNA (+++ in Table 5).  While all of the mutants 
showed only a modest decrease in efficiency of plating in single copy, A47C also showed a 
growth defect at 42oC (Fig. 3).  Mutant G58A appeared to be an exception.  Although it 
displayed a similar decrease in Ffh binding (+++), it failed to complement in single copy.  
Also, while growth of the G58A mutant was not temperature sensitive, it formed 
heterogeneous sized colonies at both 42°C and 30°C.  The behavior of G58A indicates it is 
defective in a function of 4.5S RNA in addition to impaired Ffh binding.   
Mutants A47G, G48U, G48C, and G61U all showed the most significant reduction in 
Ffh co-purification (++ for A47G and G48C and + for G48U and G61U) and none supported 
growth in single copy, nor grew well at 42°C in multiple copy (Fig. 3).  We were unable to 
test the C62G mutant in the Ffh binding assay since it did not complement JP2005 even when 
expressed from a multiple copy number plasmid.   
Effect of 4.5S RNA mutations on SRP function.  We predicted that the ffs mutants that co-
purified with Ffh at the lowest levels would also exhibit the most distinct defects in SRP 
function.  To test this, we monitored the localization of FtsQ, an E. coli cell division protein 
positioned in the inner membrane with the N-terminus in the cytoplasm and the C-terminus 
in the periplasmic space (11), and whose targeting is SRP dependent.  For these assays, 
pBADftsQ-V5-PSBT, expressing FtsQ fused at the C-terminus to the biotin-accepting 
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domain from the 1.3S subunit of Propionibacterium shermanii transcarboxylase (PSBT) (23) 
was constructed.  When expressed in E. coli, the FtsQ-PSBT fusion protein is biotinylated 
only if SRP function is impaired (33, 46, 47).  Biotinylated FtsQ in ffs mutants is shown in 
the top panel of Fig. 4.  To confirm that FtsQ was expressed in each mutant, western blot 
analysis was performed using antibody against the V5 epitope, as shown in the bottom panel 
of Fig. 4.   
FtsQ localization was monitored in ffs mutants that represented slight (C40G, A67U), 
modest (A39C, A47C, G58A) and severe (G48C, G48U, G61U) defects in Ffh co-
purification.  A direct correlation was observed between the levels of Ffh co-purification and 
SRP function.  Specifically, mutants G48C, G48U and G61U showed the greatest defects in 
FtsQ localization, as evidenced by detection of biotinylated protein (Fig. 4, lanes 5, 6, and 8) 
and also co-purified poorly with Ffh (Table 3).  Relatively minor localization defects were 
observed in mutants A39C and A47C (lanes 2 and 4), corresponding to their higher levels of 
Ffh co-purification.  Mutants C40G and A67U co-purified with Ffh at levels near that of wild 
type (Table 3), and also showed no defects in FtsQ localization (lanes 3 and 9).  Mutant 
G58A was an exception, however, as it showed a significant SRP defect (lane 7), but only a 
modest defect in co-purification with Ffh (Table 3).  As anticipated, biotinylated FtsQ was 
not detected in cells expressing wild type 4.5S RNA (lanes 1 and 10).  Most samples showed 
similar amounts of FtsQ were expressed in each mutant (Fig. 4, bottom panel).  Mutant 
G58A (lane 7) showed the lowest levels of FtsQ, which correlated with its relatively poor 
growth.   
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DISCUSSION 
To dissect the diverse functions of 4.5S RNA, we have developed a new genetic 
system to characterize ffs mutants altered primarily at highly conserved residues (Fig. 1).  
Although an alternative genetic system has been reported where wild type ffs is carried on a 
bacteriophage λcI857 prophage (10), it has not been widely used.  While this strain was used 
to clone ffs homologues from different sources (6, 10), it requires multiple manipulations to 
be performed carefully since the phage remains fully virulent.   
Alleles were constructed that corresponded to mutations that had been characterized 
previously using more limited genetic systems (31, 51).  Our studies, in combination with a 
previous report (51), indicated that the phenotypes of ffs mutants are masked by elevated 
expression of mutant RNA.  To express the ffs alleles in single copy, and to facilitate 
manipulation of the multiple alleles, we incorporated several ffs alleles (Fig. 2) onto F′ lac+ 
pro+ using recombineering.  In the experiments reported here, we also used recombineering 
to introduce a CamR marker to the F′ lac+ pro+ in order to facilitate selection of exconjugants; 
however, in other experiments we have also selected Lac+.  
RT-qPCR confirmed that each allele was expressed at near wild type levels when 
expressed from an F′ and showed ~10-fold higher levels when expressed from ColE1 
plasmids (Table 4).  This analysis also allowed us to measure the amount of 4.5S RNA 
expressed from wild type E. coli.  Our results showed 4.5S RNA was present at only 3% of 
the levels of 5S rRNA (Table 4).  This value agrees closely with the results of Jensen and 
Pedersen (24), who used autoradiography to show that 4.5S RNA was present at 4% of the 
levels of 5S RNA.  In contrast, other studies had reported that 4.5S RNA was more abundant, 
found up to 20% of the levels of 5S rRNA (20, 26).  As pointed out by Jensen and Pedersen 
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(24), this discrepancy may be due to different methods used to subtract background 
radioactivity from autoradiograms (20), or growth under phosphate-starvation conditions that 
may have led to a reduction of the 5S RNA signal (26).  In any case, the use of RT-qPCR 
represents an independent method to measure 4.5S RNA levels and indicates that the RNA is 
not highly abundant.   
Comparison of mutants expressing ffs alleles from F′ plasmids vs. from multiple copy 
number plasmids confirmed the importance of performing complementation tests in single 
copy.  All of the ffs mutants, with the exception of C62G, complemented JP2005 when 
expressed from ColE1 plasmids.  Consistent with structural studies, C62 occupies a key 
position in assembly of the SRP (2).  These results are also consistent with the study by 
Wood et al. (51), who also showed that C62G destroyed 4.5S RNA function, while none of 
the other mutations tested completely failed to support growth of an E. coli ffs mutant.  
However, the ability of ffs alleles to complement a true ffs knockout mutation when 
expressed in single copy was not tested in this study (51). 
In general, mutants altered at highly conserved bases of 4.5S RNA known to interact 
directly with Ffh did not support growth of JP2005 in single copy.  Fig. 2 shows 8 positions 
in 4.5S RNA that are nearly universally conserved in all 3 kingdoms of life (1).  Of these, 
bases at positions A39, A47, G48, G61, C62, and A63 make direct contact with specific 
amino acids of Ffh (2, 3).  With the exception of A39 and A63, mutations at these positions, 
failed to complement JP2005 when expressed in single copy.  Also, although alleles A47G, 
G48C, G48U and G61U were able to support growth of JP2005 when expressed from 
multiple copy number plasmids, growth was poor at 42°C (Fig. 3).  The growth defects 
showed allele specificity at position A47.  Although A47C grew slower than wild type at 
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both 30oC (data not shown) and 42oC, A47G failed to complement in single copy and grew 
poorly at 42°C in multiple copy (Fig. 3).   
We observed that a mutation at A39, also a highly conserved position, did not yield a 
significant growth defect, even in single copy.  Although efficiency of plating of the A39C 
mutant was consistently half that of wild type (Table 3), no other growth defects were 
observed (Fig. 3).  Ffh also contacts the ribose or phosphodiester backbone at positions G49, 
A60 and A63 (2, 3), and all of the mutants altered at these positions complemented in single 
copy.  Of the remaining mutations, only G58A failed to complement in JP2005 in single 
copy.   
Using a semi-quantitative assay to measure the amount of 4.5S RNA that co-purified 
with Ffh, we were able to distinguish between different 4.5S RNA mutants with respect to 
growth and SRP function.  Mutants G48C, G48U, and G61U, all severely reduced in Ffh co-
purification (Table 5), had significant growth defects (Fig. 3) and reduced SRP function, as 
evidenced by detection of biotinylated FtsQ (Fig. 4, lanes 5, 6 & 8).  Conversely, mutants 
A39C and A67U both co-purified with Ffh at slightly lower than or near to wild type (Table 
5) and supported growth with minor defects or near wild type levels (Fig. 3) and caused only 
minor SRP defects (Fig. 4, lanes 2 & 9).  
Previously, Wood et al. (51) used Northern blot analysis of Ffh recovered by 
immunoprecipitation to detect and quantify the amount of 4.5S RNA in an SRP complex.  In 
contrast to our results, this method found that A39C bound Ffh at a level similar to that of the 
negative control.  Given our current understanding of the essential role of the SRP in E. coli 
(15, 38), it is difficult to understand how the A39C RNA could fail to bind Ffh and yet 
support growth at near wild type levels.  Wood et al. proposed that the immunoprecipitation 
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assay used may not have been sensitive enough to detect small differences in binding 
efficiency of the mutant RNAs, or that the conditions used for immunoprecipitation disrupted 
the weak association between 4.5S RNA and Ffh (51).  While the approach used here was 
also semi-quantitative, in part since the amount of disassociation of the Ffh and 4.5S RNA 
complex during purification is unknown, it nonetheless was sufficiently sensitive as to allow 
detection of A39C binding to Ffh.  The use of qPCR to detect RNA in complex with Ffh also 
likely contributed to the sensitivity of the assay. 
A distinction was also noted between the two A47 alleles.  As noted above, while the 
A47C mutant grew when expressed in single copy, A47G was inviable with single copy 
expression and was temperature sensitive when expressed in multiple copy number (Fig. 3).  
Table 5 shows that while both A47C and A47G showed a significant reduction in co-
purifying with Ffh when expressed at similar levels (Table 4), A47C apparently exceeds a 
threshold of Ffh binding that is necessary to support growth.  In contrast, Wood et al. (51) 
reported that A47C showed a severe growth defect under all conditions tested.  Wood et al. 
also failed to detect binding of A47C to Ffh, while we were able to show that the RNA co-
purified with Ffh above the levels observed with other mutants that failed to complement 
(A47G, G48C, and G61U).  This difference is most likely due to the lower sensitivity of the 
method used to detect 4.5S RNA (51). The inconsistencies notwithstanding, Wood et al. (51) 
observed that, in general, the highly evolutionarily conserved bases of 4.5S RNA are required 
for efficient binding of Ffh.  Our results are in agreement with this conclusion.   
 The results with G58A suggest it is defective in a function in addition to Ffh binding.  
Although the G58A RNA was only modestly reduced in Ffh co-purification, (Table 3), it 
resulted in a severe SRP defect (Fig. 4, lane 7), and failed to support growth when expressed 
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in single copy (Table 3).  The G58A mutant was also not temperature-sensitive, although 
colony size was heterogeneous at all growth temperatures (Fig. 3).  While G58 is not a highly 
conserved base, its position between the tetraloop region and the symmetrical loop of 4.5S 
RNA (Fig. 2) likely explains its importance.  The tetraloop region has been shown to be 
important for GTPase activation of the SRP/receptor complex (34, 35) and mutations within 
the region can disrupt SRP function (22, 45).  Interestingly, Tian and Beckwith isolated a 
similar ffs mutant in their search for mutants defective in localization of cytoplasmic 
membrane proteins (46).  Although a double G58A, G57A mutant was viable, it was reported 
to have significant growth defects (46).  Although the mutant was not studied further, it is 
likely that it was also altered in tetraloop structure.   
 4.5S RNA has also been shown to interact with elongation factor G (EF-G) in vivo, in 
a role that is likely independent of its function as a component of the SRP (42, 44).  To 
characterize this interaction, Nakumura et al. generated a set of ffs mutants and tested their 
ability to bind EF-G in vitro and to support growth of a strain where expression of ffs was 
under control of the LacI repressor (31).  Surprisingly, when the alleles were expressed from 
multiple copy number plasmids, mutants G48C and G49C were viable in the absence of 
IPTG, while mutants C62G, G64U and A67C failed to grow.  While our results agree with 
C62G, we found G48C to be a highly defective mutant.  Also, we observed no significant 
growth defects with G64U and A67C, even in single copy (Table 3).  To confirm our results, 
we also constructed and tested mutants A67U and A67G, both of which also complemented 
JP2005 at wild type levels. 
One difference between our results and those of Nakumura et al. (31) that may explain the 
different findings is the authors of this latter study performed complementation tests by 
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monitoring change in optical density over a period of 10 hours in the absence of IPTG.  Our 
method that required the ffs mutants to form colonies in haploid and in single copy is a more 
rigorous test of gene function.  Our results suggest that the primary function of 4.5S RNA in 
E. coli is as a component of the SRP, while its putative role in translation is secondary, as has 
been suggested by others (42).  Although the A67 mutants were previously found to be 
defective in binding EF-G in vitro (32), we observed they manifested essentially no growth 
defects, a result incompatible with an essential role of 4.5S RNA outside of the SRP.  Our 
results are also consistent with the structural data that indicate that A67 does not participate 
in direct interaction with Ffh (2, 3).    
In addition to clarifying the function of specific bases in binding Ffh, the genetic 
system reported here should prove useful to better define the role of other features of 4.5S 
RNA in SRP function and in protein synthesis.  The construction of new F′ factors should 
also be useful to characterize any number of genes where multiple alleles exist.  
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TABLE 1. Strains and Plasmids used in this study 
Strain or Plasmid Relevant genotype or description Source or reference 
   
E. coli strain   
 
 
 
NEB5α  fhuA2∆(argF-lacZ)U169 phoA glnV44 
Φ80 ∆(lacZ)M15 gyrA96 recA1 relA1 
endA1 thi-1 hsdR17 (general cloning 
host) 
New England Biolabs 
CSH109 ara ∆(gpt-lac)5 rpsL (30) 
CSH100 F' lac proA+B+ (lacIq lacPL8)/araD 
(gpt-lac)5 (source of F' lac) 
(30) 
S1693 HfrH lacIq relA1 spoT1 lacY::Tn10 
mini-tet ffs::kan-591 [λimm-434 nin-5 
XhoI::φ(Ptac-ffs)] 
(5) 
SW102 DH10B, [λc1857 (cro-bioA)<>Tet] 
∆galK 
(49) 
JP2005 CSH109, ffs::kan-591, pffsTS-Spc (Spr) This study 
JP2010 CSH109, ffs::kan-591, F'lac proA+B+ 
lacA::galK+ cynX::cam (Camr) 
This study 
JP2011 CSH109, ffs::kan-591, F’lac proA+B+ 
lacA::ffs+ cynX::cam (Camr) 
This study 
JP2012 JP2011, lacA::ffsA39C This study 
JP2013 JP2011, lacA::ffsC40G This study 
JP2014 JP2011, lacA::ffsC41G This study 
JP2015 JP2011, lacA::ffsA42U This study 
JP2016 JP2011, lacA::ffsC46G This study 
JP2017 JP2011, lacA::ffsA47G This study 
JP2018 JP2011, lacA::ffsA47C This study 
JP2019 JP2011, lacA::ffsG48U This study 
JP2020 JP2011, lacA::ffsG48C This study 
JP2021 JP2011, lacA::ffsG49C This study 
JP2022 JP2011, lacA::ffsG58A This study 
JP2023 JP2011, lacA::ffsA60U This study 
JP2024 JP2011, lacA::ffsG61U This study 
JP2025 JP2011, lacA::ffsC62G This study 
JP2026 JP2011, lacA::ffsA63C This study 
JP2027 JP2011, lacA::ffsG64U This study 
JP2028 JP2011, lacA::ffsC65G This study 
JP2030 JP2011, lacA::ffsA67C This study 
JP2031 JP2011, lacA::ffsA67G This study 
JP2032 JP2011, lacA::ffsA67U This study 
Cam, chloramphenicol; Spc, spectinomycin 
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TABLE 1. (continued) 
Strain or Plasmid Relevant genotype or description Source or reference 
Plasmid   
   
pGalK Source of galK+ (49) 
pffsTS-Spc pSC101ts, ffs+, spc (Spcr)   Lab collection 
pKD3 R6Kori, cam (source of Camr cassette 
for recombineering) 
(14) 
pBADffh-V5-6Xhis pBAD, ffh+-6Xhis tag Lab collection 
pSB1334 ffsMl+ (Micrococcus lysodeikticus),  
pMB1ori 
 
pSB832 pBR322, ffs+ (8) 
pSB832A39C pSB832, ffsA39C This study 
pSB832C40G pSB832, ffsC40G This study 
pSB832C41G pSB832, ffsC41G This study 
pSB832A42U pSB832, ffsA42U This study 
pSB832C46G pSB832, ffsC46G This study 
pSB832A47U pSB832, ffsA47U This study 
pSB832A47C pSB832, ffsA47C This study 
pSB832G48U pSB832, ffsG48U This study 
pSB832G48C pSB832, ffsG48C This study 
pSB832G49C pSB832, ffsG49C This study 
pSB832G58A pSB832, ffsG58A This study 
pSB832A60U pSB832, ffsA60U This study 
pSB832G61U pSB832, ffsG61U This study 
pSB832C62G pSB832, ffsC62G This study 
pSB832A63C pSB832, ffsA63C This study 
pSB832G64U pSB832, ffsG64U This study 
pSB832C65G pSB832, ffsC65G This study 
pSB832A67C pSB832, ffsA67C This study 
pSB832A67G pSB832, ffsA67G This study 
pSB832A67U pSB832, ffsA67U This study 
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TABLE 2. PCR primers used in this study 
Primer name Primer sequence (5' to 3')1 
ffsA39C.AS TTC CGG ACC TGA CCT GGG AAA CAG AGT AGC GTT GCG 
GG 
ffsC40G.AS TTC CGG ACC TGA CCT GCT AAA CAG AGT AGC GTT GCG 
GG 
ffsC41G.AS TTC CGG ACC TGA CCT CGT AAA CAG AGT AGC GTT GCG 
GG 
ffsA42U.AS TTC CGG ACC TGA CCA GGT AAA CAG AGT AGC GTT GCG 
GG 
ffsC46G.AS TTC CGG ACC TCA CCT GGT AAA CAG AGT AGC GTT GCG 
GG 
ffsA47G.AS TTC CGG ACC CGA CCT GGT AAA CAG AGT AGC GTT GCG 
GG 
ffsA47C.AS TTC CGG ACC GGA CCT GGT AAA CAG AGT AGC GTT GCG 
GG 
ffsG48U.AS TTC CGG ACA TGA CCT GGT AAA CAG AGT AGC GTT GCG 
GG 
ffsG48C.AS TTC CGG ACG TGA CCT GGT AAA CAG AGT AGC GTT GCG 
GG 
ffsG49C.AS TTC CGG AGC TGA CCT GGT AAA CAG AGT AGC GTT GCG 
GG 
EcoRI-40s-S GTA TCA CGA GGC CCT TTC GTC 
ffsG58A.S TCC GGA AGA AAG CAG CCA AGG CAG ATG AC 
ffsA60U.S TCC GGA AGG ATG CAG CCA AGG CAG ATG AC 
ffsG61U.S TCC GGA AGG AAT CAG CCA AGG CAG ATG AC 
ffsC62G.S TCC GGA AGG AAG GAG CCA AGG CAG ATG AC 
ffsA63C.S TCC GGA AGG AAG CCG CCA AGG CAG ATG AC 
ffsG64U.S TCC GGA AGG AAG CAT CCA AGG CAG ATG AC 
ffsC65G.S TCC GGA AGG AAG CAG GCA AGG CAG ATG AC 
ffsA67C.S TCC GGA AGG AAG CAG CCC AGG CAG ATG AC 
ffsA67G.S TCC GGA AGG AAG CAG CCG AGG CAG ATG AC 
ffsA67U.S TCC GGA AGG AAG CAG CCT AGG CAG ATG AC 
832.AS AGA AGA CAG TCA TAA GTG CGG CGA 
cynX-KD3.S ACG CTT GGG CAA GCC GCA GGA GCT TTG CTG ATG CCT 
GCT ATG GCT CTG TGT AGG CTG GAG CTG CTT CG 
cynX-KD3.AS CTT GCC AGC AAT AGC CGG TTG CAC AGA GTG ATC GAG 
CGC CAG CAG CCA TAT GAA TAT CCT CCT TAG 
lacA-galK.S ATT GCA CCC AAC GTT ACT CTT TCC GTT ACG GGA CAC 
CCT GTA CAC CCT GTT GAC AAT TAA TCA TCG GCA 
lacA-galK.AS CGC CAC GAC GTT TGG TGG AAT GTC TTT TGT GAC GAT 
ACT ACC CGC TCA GCA CTG TCC TGC TCC TT 
832-lacA.S ATT GCA CCC AAC GTT ACT CTT TCC GTT ACG GGA CAC 
CCT GTA CAC GAG TGA AGT CGC ATT GCG CAA GAA 
1Base changes from wild type ffs are underlined 
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TABLE 2. (continued) 
Primer name Primer sequence (5' to 3')1 
832-lacA.AS CGC CAC GAC GTT TGG TGG AAT GTC TTT TGT GAC GAT 
ACT ACC CGC AGA AGA CAG TCA TAA GTG CGG CGA 
lacA-diag.S TTA CGG GAC ACC CTG TAC AC 
lacA-diag.AS ACG ACG TTT GGT GGA ATG TC 
RTffs-for GGG CTC TGT TGG TTC TCC CGC AA 
RTffs-rev TGC CAG CTA CAT CCC GGC ACA 
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TABLE 3. Efficiency of plating results for ffs alleles expressed from F′ factors or from 
multiple copy number plasmids 
Efficiency of plating1   
 
 
Mutation 
 
Single copy- 
number expression2 
Multiple copy- 
number expression3 
A39C 0.50 1.00 
C40G 0.81 1.06 
C41G 0.95 0.88 
A42U 0.44 1.01 
C46G 0.99 0.92 
A47C 0.89 0.99 
A47G 0.00 0.78 
G48C 0.00 0.98 
G48U 0.00 0.85 
G49C 0.62 0.98 
G58A 0.01 0.91 
A60U 1.10 1.01 
G61U 0.02 0.91 
C62G 0.02 0.00 
A63C 0.55 0.90 
G64U 0.85 0.93 
C65G 0.93 0.90 
A67C 0.99 0.90 
A67G 0.92 0.96 
A67U 0.88 0.82 
W.T. 0.99 0.89 
1Efficiency of plating calculated as ratio of number of colonies after incubation at 42oC/30oC.    
2Expression of ffs from F′ factors 
3Expression of ffs from pSB832 (ColE1)-derivative plasmids 
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TABLE 4.  Levels of 4.5S RNA in strains expressing ffs from F′ or ColE1 plasmids 
4.5S RNA per 5S RNA1   
 
 
ffs allele 
 
Single copy- 
number expression2 
Multiple copy- 
number expression3 
A39C 0.027± 0.003 0.295± 0.064 
C40G 0.037± 0.003 0.356± 0.076 
C41G 0.036± 0.004 0.311± 0.086 
A42U 0.035± 0.006 0.371± 0.054 
C46G 0.029± 0.003 0.338± 0.050 
A47C 0.039± 0.008 0.368± 0.081 
A47G4 0.033± 0.005 0.430± 0.063 
G48C4 0.031± 0.013 0.440± 0.126 
G48U4 0.027± 0.005 0.384± 0.086 
G49C 0.036± 0.008 0.449± 0.081 
G58A4 0.031± 0.004 0.374± 0.054 
A60U 0.038± 0.007 0.329± 0.049 
G61U4 0.039± 0.008 0.444± 0.062 
C62G4 0.026± 0.002 ND 
A63C 0.041± 0.004 0.357± 0.053 
G64U 0.047± 0.012 0.376± 0.108 
C65G NA 0.275± 0.060 
A67C 0.033± 0.003 0.290± 0.068 
ffs+  0.043± 0.010 0.282± 0.057 
CSH109 (ffs+) 0.030± 0.010 ND 
 
1Calculated as the ratio of 4.5S RNA molecules per 5S RNA molecules in cultures 
expressing ffs alleles as determined by RT-qPCR.    
2Expression of ffs from F′ factors. 
3Expression of ffs from pSB832 (ColE1)-derivative plasmids. 
4Mutants that failed to grow when 4.5S RNA was expressed in single copy were 
complemented with ffsml expressed from pSB1334 (Materials and Methods).  
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TABLE 5.  Co-purification of 4.5S RNA mutants with Ffh 
Mutation Signal/Protein1 
(x105) 
Relative  
Co-purification2 
A39C 14.9±   4.2  +++ 
C40G 146.0± 44.0  ++++ 
A42U 117.0± 15.0  ++++ 
A47C 3.9±   0.5  +++ 
A47G 2.2±   0.6  ++ 
G48C 0.4±   0.1  + 
G48U 1.0±   0.2  ++ 
G58A 24.6±   5.8  +++ 
G61U 0.4±   0.1  + 
A63C 4.7±   0.6  +++ 
A67U 253.0± 73.0  ++++ 
ffs+ 287.0± 57.0  ++++ 
∆ffs 0  - 
 
1The threshold cycle values (Ct) were adjusted by the efficiency of the reaction, calculated 
using a standard curve as described in Materials and Methods, and then divided by the 
amount of protein in the purified sample.   
2The relative level of 4.5S RNA that co-purified with Ffh was determined by dividing the 
signal/protein value for each mutant by the same value for wild type (ffs+).  
(++++, 10-100% of wild type; +++, 1-10% of wild type; ++, 0.1-1% of wild type; +, 0.01-
0.1% of wild-type; -, < 0.01% of wild-type). 
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FIG. 1.  Summary of the genetic system used for characterizing ffs mutants.   
(A) Recombineering was used to construct a series of F′ factors expressing different ffs alleles.  
As explained in Materials and Methods, galK+ was first incorporated into the F′ by 
recombineering using homology to lacA carried by F′ lac+ pro+.  Next, individual ffs alleles are 
introduced to the F′ elements by selecting against galK+ by resistance to 2-DOG.  (B) JP2005 is 
deleted for the chromosomal copy of ffs and carries a complementing copy of ffs on a plasmid 
that is temperature sensitive for replication.  F′s or ColE1-derivative plasmids bearing mutant 
alleles of ffs were introduced by conjugation or transformation, respectively.  The ability of the 
ffs alleles to support growth of JP2005 was determined by comparing efficiency of plating at 
30oC and 42°C, the non-permissive temperature of the temperature-sensitive plasmid.  
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FIG. 1 
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FIG. 2. 4.5S RNA mutants.   
The primary sequence and predicted secondary structure of 4.5S RNA is shown at the top.  Helix 
8, the region bound by Ffh, is underlined.  Mutations generated in this study are shown by arrows 
designating the single mutations of each base. The degree of conservation of each base among 
SRP RNAs from all three domains of life is represented by the size of the base with the largest 
sizes representing the most highly conserved. The consensus sequence of SRP RNA is shown at 
the bottom also with the largest sized bases being most highly conserved.  The numbers represent 
the position of the bases in E. coli 4.5S RNA.  The degree of base conservation and the 
consensus sequence were from the SRP Database (1).  
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FIG. 2 
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FIG. 3.  Growth of ffs mutants.   
Cultures of JP2005 transformed with plasmids expressing different ffs alleles at multiple copy 
number were grown as described in Materials and Methods.  Each ffs allele is specified in the 
columns on the left.  Images represent identical colonies formed after an initial incubation at 
42oC followed by further incubation at 30oC, as indicated on the right of each column. 
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FIG. 3 
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FIG. 4.  Detection of biotinylated FtsQ.   
The ffs mutants shown were tested to determine the extent of biotinylation of the SRP-dependent 
protein FtsQ.  Top panel: biotinylated FtsQ as detected by decoration with streptavidin-HRP 
conjugate.  Bottom panel: FtsQ as detected by western blot analysis using antibody specific for 
the V5 epitope.  + indicates ffs+, and other alleles are as designated.  
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FIG. 4 
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CHAPTER 3. The role of Escherichia coli 4.5S RNA in protein synthesis is not 
essential 
 
A note to be submitted to Genetics 
James M. Peterson and Gregory J. Phillips 
 
ABSTRACT 
 4.5S RNA is essential for Escherichia coli viability as a component of the signal 
recognition particle (SRP) which is important for membrane protein localization.  However, 
evidence exists that 4.5S RNA also functions in protein synthesis through an interaction with 
elongation factor G (EF-G).  Since translation is also an indispensable cellular function, it has 
remained unclear if 4.5S RNA is essential for protein synthesis.  Here we show mutant 4.5S 
RNAs that are severely defective in binding EF-G in vivo but nonetheless can support growth of 
E. coli.  The mutant RNAs were shown to cause a small reduction (~10% decrease from wild 
type) of the translation elongation rate of β-galactosidase.  These results are inconsistent with a 
model where 4.5S RNA is essential for translation through interaction with EF-G, and indicate 
that the sole essential function for 4.5S RNA is as a component of the SRP.   
 
INTRODUCTION 
4.5S RNA is a 114-nt non-coding RNA that is essential for E. coli viability (7).  In all 
three kingdoms of life, RNA molecules with similarity to 4.5S RNA are known to function as a 
component of the signal recognition particle (SRP), which is important for targeting proteins to 
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or across membranes (11, 12, 24, 31).  In E. coli, the SRP is comprised of 4.5S RNA in 
association with the Ffh protein (32, 34), and the primary function of the ribonucleoprotein 
complex is to target proteins to the cytoplasmic membrane (10, 25, 30, 39).  
Despite its essential role in membrane protein targeting, 4.5S RNA was not originally 
identified as a component of the SRP.  4.5S RNA was one of the first metabolically stable RNAs 
to be characterized biochemically (15, 16, 18, 22).  Subsequent genetic analysis revealed ffs, the 
structural gene for 4.5S RNA, is essential for E. coli viability (7).  Using strains that permitted 
depletion of 4.5S RNA, cells displayed defects in protein synthesis (17), which were originally 
thought to be at the stage of translational initiation (3). 
To further understand its in vivo function, Brown used an elegant genetic approach to 
isolate mutants that overcame the lethality caused by extensive depletion of 4.5S RNA.  The 
suppressor mutations mapped to genes encoding components of the protein synthesis machinery, 
including tRNA synthetases, ribosomal RNAs, and elongation factor G (EF-G) (5, 6).  Brown 
further showed that a higher proportion of 4.5S RNA fractionated with ribosomes in one of the 
EF-G suppressor mutants, suggesting the RNA primarily functioned at the ribosome (6).  
Additional searches for suppressors revealed that specific mutations in rRNA genes could also 
reduce the requirement for 4.5S RNA (9).   
Other evidence for a role of 4.5S RNA in protein synthesis included the report that 
expression of ffs is under stringent control, similar to tRNA and rRNA genes (19), and the 
observed sequence identity of a decamer common to both 4.5S RNA and the α-sarcin/ricin 
domain of 23S rRNA (4, 36).  Interestingly, this domain of 23S rRNA is known to bind EF-G 
during translation (27).  Subsequent biochemical studies revealed that EF-G also binds 4.5S 
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RNA in a specific, but low affinity manner (35, 36).  Mutations that change highly conserved 
bases within the decamer shared with 23S rRNA also disrupt this interaction (28, 35).  
The first suggestion that 4.5S RNA may function as a component of the prokaryotic SRP 
was based on discovery of significant homology between sequences within a discrete region 
(domain IV or helix 8) of 4.5S RNA and 7S RNA homologues from other species (33).  
Subsequently, it was confirmed that 4.5S RNA was part of a ribonucleoprotein complex with Ffh 
(23, 32).  Depletion of 4.5S RNA also resulted in defects in localization of proteins specifically 
to the cytoplasmic membrane (10), consistent with its role as an SRP component.   
While it is clear that 4.5S RNA is essential to E. coli by virtue of it being a component of 
the SRP, it is not obvious if it also serves an indispensable role in protein synthesis.  Reports 
have been made that both support and contradict the hypothesis that 4.5S RNA plays an essential 
role in protein synthesis.  For example, Nakamura et al. tested the ability of mutant 4.5S RNA 
molecules to bind to EF-G and to support growth of E. coli depleted for wild type RNA (28).  
They reported that sequence changes to the decamer in 4.5S RNA disrupted EF-G binding, and 
also rendered the RNA incapable of supporting growth of E. coli.  Specifically, mutants C62G, 
G64U and A67C (the decamer consists of bases 58-67 of 4.5S RNA) failed to bind EF-G in an in 
vitro filter binding assay, and cells expressing these mutant RNAs were reported to be inviable.  
In light of this, they suggested that the role of 4.5S RNA in protein synthesis is essential (28).   
Sagar et al. took a different approach to reach the conclusion that 4.5S RNA is not 
essential for protein synthesis (35).  Using a similar in vitro assay, they measured the 4.5S RNA 
binding affinity of wild type EF-G, as well as the products of suppressor alleles originally 
isolated by Brown (5) that were capable of supporting growth in the presence of very low levels 
of 4.5S RNA.  Sagar et al. found that, in contrast to wild type EF-G, mutant EF-G failed to bind 
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4.5S RNA in vitro.  Since the mutants that expressed the altered protein were viable, they 
concluded that the role of 4.5S RNA in protein synthesis is not essential (35), and that the 
suppressor mutants were viable because additional 4.5S RNA was made available to interact 
with Ffh.   
We have undertaken studies to characterize 4.5S RNA mutants to better understand how 
the RNA molecule functions as a component of the SRP.  However, for these efforts, it is 
important to know how expression of ffs mutants influences cellular physiology.  Therefore, to 
determine if 4.5S RNA is essential for protein synthesis, we focused our characterization on two 
specific ffs alleles that were particularly informative as to the essential role of 4.5S RNA in E. 
coli.   
 
Suppression of a lethal ffs mutant by overexpression of SRP components 
In characterizing ffs mutants altered at key residues important for contacting Ffh (1, 2, 
40), we observed that the function of defective 4.5S RNAs can be restored by elevating the 
expression of Ffh from multiple copy number plasmids (data not shown).  Apparently, the 
mutant RNA molecules retain some ability to bind Ffh in vivo, and sufficient amounts of SRP to 
support E. coli growth can be produced by elevating the level of the Ffh protein.  C62 is an 
especially critical base for 4.5S RNA function; altering this residue is lethal to E. coli (28, 40) 
(Fig 1).  Biochemical studies have shown C62 is essential for interaction with both Ffh (40), and 
EF-G (28, 35).  Since C62 plays a critical role for 4.5S RNA to bind both Ffh and EF-G, we 
reasoned that if viability could be restored to a C62G mutant by overproduction of Ffh, then the 
essential role of 4.5S RNA would be limited to the SRP.  If, however, the interaction between 
4.5S RNA and EF-G is also essential for viability, then overproduction of Ffh should fail to 
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support growth.   
 To perform this test, we used the E. coli strain JP2005, a mutant where the sole functional 
copy of ffs was expressed from a plasmid temperature sensitive for replication (Table 1).  This 
strain is not viable at 42oC, the non-permissive temperature for plasmid replication.  In JP2005, 
ffsC62G was expressed from a pBR322-derivative plasmid (pSB832C62G), and ffh was provided 
on a second ColE1-compatible plasmid, pSKPP11 (30).  Transformants were grown at both 30oC 
and 42oC to monitor viability.  As shown in Figure 1, while elevated expression of ffsC62G alone 
failed to complement at 42oC, expression of both ffsC62G and Ffh from multiple copy number 
plasmids allowed growth of JP2005 in the absence of the wild type ffs allele.  Not surprisingly, 
growth of the C62G mutant was reduced compared to wild type (generation times of 40 min vs. 
29 min, respectively) (Table 3).  The observation that growth of JP2005 can be restored at 42oC 
by overproduction of Ffh is most consistent with the interpretation that the sole essential role of 
4.5S RNA is as a component of the SRP.   
EF-G binding significantly reduced by ffs mutations 
Although it has been shown previously that C62G fails to bind EF-G using in vitro filter 
binding assays (28, 35), we sought a means to confirm that C62G was defective in binding EF-G 
in vivo.  For this, we took advantage of the sensitivity of real-time reverse transcriptase PCR 
(real time RT-PCR) to determine the amount of RNA that copurified with EF-G.  The relative 
affinity of the 4.5S RNA molecules for EF-G was determined by comparing the real-time RT-
PCR signal to protein ratio of each sample.   
In order to perform this experiment under conditions where only mutant RNA was 
detected by real time RT-PCR, and to ensure the mutants grew at a rate equal to wild type, we 
constructed strains where the ffs deletion mutation in JP2005 was complemented by ffs from 
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Micrococcus lysodeikticus (ffsMl) (8).  While ffsMl complements an E. coli ffs mutant, it is 
sufficiently distinct as not to yield a signal in the real-time RT-PCR reactions used here.  JP2005 
was transformed with pSB1334, a plasmid expressing ffsMl, and the cells grown at 42oC to cure 
the temperature-sensitive ffs+ plasmid.  Cured transformants were then transformed with 
pPTfusA-6xhis, which constitutively expresses EF-G fused at the C-terminus to a hexa-histidine 
epitope tag.  Plasmids expressing different E. coli ffs alleles were subsequently introduced.  EF-
G was purified from strains expressing wild type ffs (JP2051) and ffsC62G (JP2052).  A negative 
control included a strain transformed with an empty vector (JP2054) (Table 1).  Real-time RT-
PCR was used to measure the amount of 4.5S RNA associated with EF-G from each strain, as 
described in Table 2.  
As shown in Table 2, the affinity of C62G for EF-G was significantly reduced (>2 orders 
of magnitude) in comparison to wild type 4.5S RNA.  Although the values obtained from the 
real-time RT-PCR assay are not strictly quantitative, they are consistent with the in vitro assays 
performed independently by Nakamura and Sagar (28, 35), and indicate a severe defect in EF-G 
binding by the mutant RNAs.   
As explained above, although the C62G mutant was viable when Ffh was expressed from 
a multiple copy-number plasmid, it grew at a reduced rate.  To determine if the reduced growth 
could be attributed to the reduced affinity of 4.5S RNA for EF-G, we characterized a second ffs 
allele.  Nakumura et al. had reported that altering A67, representing the 3′ end of the decamer 
sequence, also significantly reduced EF-G binding in vitro (29).  They also observed that A67 
mutants grew poorly and associated this phenotype with the defect in EF-G binding (29).  In 
contrast, we observed that cells expressing A67U as the sole copy of 4.5S RNA grew as well as 
wild type, as judged by both colony size (Fig 1), and a near wild type generation time of 30 min 
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(Table 3).  Similar results were also observed when mutant alleles A67C and A67G were tested 
(data not shown).  Although we are not able to explain the difference between our results and 
that of Nakumura et al. (29), structural studies did not indicate a significant role for A67 in 
binding Ffh, consistent with our observation that A67 mutants function nearly as well as wild 
type.  
To characterize interaction between A67U and EF-G, an isogenic strain (JP2053) was 
constructed to express ffsA67U for real-time RT-PCR.  As shown in Table 2, A67U showed 
reduced affinity for EF-G, similar in magnitude to that of C62G.  When compared to wild type 
4.5S RNA, only 1.6% of A67U mutant RNA was found associated with EF-G, while 0.5% of 
C62G copurified with the elongation factor.  The clearest interpretation of the results that wild 
type growth levels can be sustained, despite expressing mutant RNA that is significantly reduced 
in ability to bind EF-G, is, again, that the interaction between 4.5S RNA and EF-G is 
indispensable for cell viability.   
 
4.5S RNA mutants and SRP-dependent protein localization 
If the sole essential function of 4.5S RNA is as a component of the SRP, we predicted 
that defects in membrane protein localization should correlate with the growth of the ffs mutants.  
To test SRP activity, we monitored localization of FtsQ, an inner membrane protein whose 
localization is SRP dependent (30, 37, 38).  Localization of FtsQ was assayed by observing the 
extent of biotinylation of the C-terminus of the protein.  As originally described by Jander et al. 
(20), proteins fused with a domain from a transcarboxylase from P. shermania (PBST) are 
biotinylated only if the C-terminus remains in the cytoplasm.  In wild type strains membrane 
localization is so efficient that the PBST domain is not biotinylated.  However, when SRP 
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function is compromised by mutations in either ffh or ffs, biotinylated protein can be detected.  
The level of biotinylation also correlates with the severity of SRP defect (30, 37, 38).   
We expressed an FtsQ-PBST fusion protein in strains whose sole function copy of ffs was 
C62G (JP2041) and A67U (JP2042).  Ffh was also expressed from a medium copy-number 
plasmid to support growth of JP2041.  As shown in Figure 2, biotinylated FtsQ was clearly 
evident in the C62G mutant, while only a minor amount was observed in the A67U mutant.  As 
expected, biotinylation of FtsQ was not observed in the wild type control.  Although a small 
amount of biotinylation was detected in the A67U mutants at 37oC, biotinylation of FtsQ was not 
observed when the mutant was grown at 30oC (data not shown), suggesting that the A67U 
mutant was slightly temperature-sensitive at 37oC.  The significant SRP defect in the C62G 
mutant correlated with its slow growth, while A67U, showing only a minor defect in FtsQ 
localization, grew at wild type rates (Table 3).  Taken together with the EF-G binding data, these 
results indicate that the difference in growth between C62G and A67U is due to the SRP, rather 
than interaction with the elongation factor.   
 
Measurement of polypeptide chain elongation rate in ffs mutants  
While the results presented above are inconsistent with an essential role of 4.5S RNA 
through interaction with EF-G, they do not preclude a role for the RNA in protein synthesis.  
Prior studies that attempted to identify the cellular function of 4.5S RNA used a strain where the 
levels of RNA were depleted by growth in the absence of IPTG.  Careful analysis of total cellular 
proteins revealed a modest decrease in polypeptide elongation rate after considerable reduction 
in 4.5S RNA levels (21).  The decrease in elongation rate, however, was not sufficient to explain 
the loss of cell viability (21).   
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A limitation of these studies is that 4.5S RNA depletion leads to loss of viability due to 
insufficient levels of SRP, potentially confusing the interpretation of results.  Therefore, to 
determine if expression of the mutant 4.5S RNAs resulted in protein synthesis defects in viable 
cells, we monitored the elongation rate of β-galactosidase in vivo (13).  For this, we constructed 
lac+ strains whose growth was supported by expression of ffsC62G, ffsA67U, and ffs+ by 
introduction of F′ lac+ pro+ by conjugation with CSH140 (Table 1).  The rate of β-galactosidase 
synthesis was determined in these strains, as described in Table 3.  
While the elongation rate of β-galactosidase in the wild type control was comparable 
with those reported previously (13), the 4.5S RNA mutants consistently showed a minor 
decrease in elongation rate.  This decrease was also comparable to that reported previously by 
Jensen et al., who measured total protein synthesis in 4.5S RNA-depleted cells (21), indicating 
that the results from β-galactosidase apply to total protein synthesis as well.  As an additional 
control, we added sub-lethal concentrations of fusidic acid, an inhibitor of EF-G, to the ffs+ 
control cultures.  Under these conditions, we observed a significant reduction in elongation rate, 
to less than 40% of the untreated control.  These results indicate that while 4.5S RNA is 
important to maintain efficient protein synthesis, the ability for it to efficiently bind EF-G is 
dispensable under standard laboratory growth conditions.   
In conclusion, the results shown here, including the suppression of the lethal C62G 
mutant by increased expression of Ffh, and the observation that C67U is significantly reduced 
for binding EF-G while maintaining near wild type growth, are inconsistent with a model where 
4.5S RNA is essential for protein synthesis through interaction with EF-G.  The ffs mutants 
described here should also be useful in identifying the precise role of 4.5S RNA in protein 
synthesis.   
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TABLE 1. Plasmids, strains and PCR primers used in this study 
Plasmid or E. coli Strain Relevant Genotype Source or Reference 
Plasmids   
pSB832 ffs+, pMB1ori, (AmpR) (7) 
pSB832∆M ffs∆MluI (ffs-), pMB1ori, 
(AmpR) 
Lab collection 
pSB832C62G ffsC62G, pMB1ori, (AmpR) Lab collection 
pSB832A67U ffsA67U, pMB1ori, (AmpR) Lab collection 
pSB1334 ffsMl+ (Micrococcus 
lysodeikticus),  
pMB1ori, (AmpR) 
(8) 
pLCC29 RSF1030ori, (CamR) Lab collection 
pSKPP11 pLCC29, ffh+ (CamR) (30) 
pMHE6 pBRR1ori, (SpcR) (14) 
pMHEffs ffs+, pBRR1ori, (SpcR) This study 
pMHEffsC62G ffsC62G, pBRR1ori, (SpcR) This study 
pMHEffsA67U ffsA67U, pBRR1ori, (SpcR) This study 
pMHE6-Tet pBRR1ori, (TetR version of 
pMHE6) 
This study 
pMHEffs-Tet ffs+, pBRR1ori, (TetR) This study 
pMHEffsC62G-Tet ffsC62G, pBRR1ori, (TetR) This study 
pMHEffsA67U-Tet ffsA67U, pBRR1ori, (TetR) This study 
pBADftsQ-V5 ParaBAD-ftsQ-PBST-V5,  
pMB1ori, (AmpR) 
Lab collection 
pPTfusA-6xhis PtetA-fusA-6xhis, p15Aori, (SpcR) This study 
   
Strains   
NEB5α fhuA2∆(argF-lacZ)U169 phoA 
glnV44 Φ80 ∆(lacZ)M15 gyrA96 
recA1 relA1 endA1 thi-1 hsdR17 
(general cloning host) 
New England Biolabs, 
Inc. 
CSH109 ara ∆(gpt-lac)5 rpsL (26) 
JP2005 CSH109, ffs::kan-591,  
pffsTS-Spc, (Spcr) 
Peterson and Phillips, 
manuscript in preparation 
JP2040 CSH109, ffs::kan-591, 
pSKPP11, pMHEffs-Tet,  
pBADftsQ-V5 
This study 
JP2041 CSH109, ffs::kan-591, 
pSKPP11, pMHEffsC62G-Tet, 
pBADftsQ-V5 
This study 
JP2042 CSH109, ffs::kan-591, 
pSKPP11, pMHEffsA67U-tet, 
pBADftsQ-V5 
This study 
JP2050 CSH109, ffs::kan-591, pSB1334,  
pPTfusA-6xhis 
This study 
JP2051 JP2050, pMHEffs This study 
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TABLE 1. (continued) 
Plasmid or E. coli Strain Relevant Genotype Source or Reference 
JP2052 JP2050, pMHEffsC62G This study 
JP2053 JP2050, pMHEffsA67U This study 
JP2054 JP2050, pMHE6 This study 
JP2060 JP2005, F′lac+pro+,  
pSKPP11, pSB832 
This study 
JP2061 JP2005, F′lac+pro+,  
pSKPP11, pSB832C62G 
This study 
JP2062 JP2005, F′lac+pro+,  
pSKPP11, pSB832A67U 
This study 
RT-PCR primers   
RTffs 5’– GGG CTC TGT TGG TTC TCC CGC AA – 3’ 
RTffs-rev 5’ – TGC CAG CTA CAT CCC GGC ACA – 3’ 
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TABLE 2.  Binding of 4.5S RNA to EF-G 
Strain Mutation Signal/Proteina  
(x 103) 
 
Percent of wild typeb 
JP2051 C62G 0.057  1.60 
JP2052 A67U 0.002  0.51 
JP2053 ffs+ 3.57  100 
JP2054 ∆ffs 0.000  0.00 
 
aEF-G was expressed with a C-terminal hexahistidine epitope tag in each strain shown and 
purified under native conditions using a His-spin Purification Kit (Zymo Research, Orange, CA).  
Protein was purified from 5-ml cultures grown to mid-logarithmic growth phase at 37oC and 
samples were quantified and subjected to real-time RT-PCR using primers RTffs-for and RTffs-
rev (Table 1) with the iScript One-Step RT-PCR kit with SYBR Green (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA) 
using the recommended protocol with a BioRad iCycler with a MyiQ detection system (Bio-Rad, 
Hercules CA).  The protocol was modified with an additional incubation at 85oC for 3 min to 
denature the RNA before reverse transcriptase was added.  The relative signals were calculated 
by comparing the Ct values of each sample with a standard curve generated using serially diluted 
4.5S RNA produced by in vitro transcription of ffs under control of the T7 promoter on the 
plasmid pT7T3ffs (40) using the AmpliScribe™ T7-Flash™ Transcription Kit (Epicentre 
Biotechnologies, Madison, WI).  Protein concentrations were measured by using the Quant-iTTM 
Protein Assay Kit (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) and readings were taken using a NanoDrop ND-
3300 Fluorospectrometer (NanoDrop Technologies, Wilmington, DE) determined by comparison 
with the linear portion of a standard curve generated using the Quant-iTTM Protein Assay Kit.  
The signal/protein ratio was reported as the relative signal from the real-time RT-PCR divided by 
the amount of EF-G quantified in each sample. These were then compared as a percentage of 
wild type. 
 
bObtained from each strain by dividing the signal/protein ratio of each strain with the ratio from 
JP2053.  
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TABLE 3. Elongation rate of β-galactosidase 
Strain ffs allele Elongation ratea 
(amino acids/sec) 
Percent of 
wild typeb 
Mean generation 
time (min)c 
 JP2060 ffs+ 6.48 100 29 
JP2061 C62G 5.85 90.3 40 
JP2062 A67U 5.66 87.3 30 
ffs+ 2.46 37.9 60 JP2060 + 
fusidic acid 
    
 
aElongation rates of β-galactosidase synthesis were measured in the mutants shown as described 
previously (13).  Strains were grown at 30oC in MOPS EZ supplemented defined medium 
(Teknova, Inc., Hollister, CA) at 30oC until they reached an OD600 of between 0.5 and 1.  Cells 
were induced with IPTG (5 mM), and beginning immediately, samples were recovered from the 
cultures every 5 sec for β-galactosidase assays.  From a plot of enzyme activity vs. time, and the 
length of β-galactosidase (1023 amino acids) the elongation rate of polypeptide synthesis was 
determined, as described (13).  For the control, fusidic acid was added to a final concentration of 
1000 µg/ml.   
 
bObtained by dividing by the elongation rate of each strain with the elongation rate of JP2062 
grown without fusidic acid.   
 
cObtained by measuring the OD600 of cultures during logarithmic growth in LB at 37oC. 
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FIG. 1.  Growth of ffs mutants.   
Derivatives of JP2005 were transformed with plasmids expressing different ffs alleles and growth 
was observed at 30oC and 42oC, the non-permissive temperature for the temperature-sensitive 
mutant.  Left panel:  A. pSB832 (ffs+), pSKPP11 (ffh+); B. pSB832∆M (∆ffs), pSKPP11 (ffh+); 
C. pSB832C62G (ffsC62G), pSKPP11 (ffh+); D. pSB832C62G (ffsC62G), pLCC29, (∆ffh); E. 
pSB832∆M (∆ffs), pLCC29, (∆ffh); F. pSB832 (ffs+), pLCC29, (∆ffh).  Right panel: A. pSB832 
(ffs+); B. pSB832∆M (∆ffs); C. pSB832A67U (ffsA67U).  Colonies grown at 42oC were 
confirmed to be Spc-sensitive, indicating loss of the temperature-sensitive ffs+ plasmid. 
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FIG. 1  
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FIG. 2.  SRP-dependent localization of FtsQ.   
Biotinylation assays were performed using JP2040, JP2041, and JP2042 (Table 1) essentially as 
described (30).  Top panel: biotinylated FtsQ; Bottom panel: FtsQ detected with anti-V5 epitope 
antibodies. 
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FIG. 2 
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CHAPTER 4. New pSC101-derivative cloning vectors with elevated copy 
numbers 
 
A paper accepted by Plasmid 
James M. Peterson and Gregory J. Phillips 
 
ABSTRACT 
 
Mutations that increase the copy number of the pSC101 replicon have been used for construction 
of new cloning vectors.  Replacement of glutamate at position 93 in RepA yields plasmids that 
replicate at medium (27 copies/cell) and high (~240 copies/cell) copy numbers. Based on the 
crystal structure of RepE, a structurally similar replication initiator protein from the F factor, the 
pSC101 repA mutants are predicted to be defective in dimerization.   The cloning vectors permit 
increased expression of gene products along with the advantages of pSC101-derivative plasmids, 
including stable maintenance and compatibility with ColE1 plasmids.  The plasmids also allow 
blue/white screening for DNA inserts and impart resistance to ampicillin, chloramphenicol and 
kanamycin.  The vectors were used in a genetic assay to suppress temperature-sensitive mutants 
of ffh, encoding the protein component of the E. coli signal recognition particle, by 
overproduction of 4.5S RNA.  While expression of 4.5S RNA from a wild type pSC101-
derivative plasmid was not sufficient for suppression, use of the new vectors did suppress the 
temperature-sensitive phenotype.   
 
 
Keywords: copy number mutants, gene expression, plasmid incompatibility 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 In recombinant DNA technology, plasmids form the foundation for gene cloning and 
expression.  While plasmid systems are available for a variety of prokaryotic and eukarytotic 
hosts, most vectors are used in combination with E. coli K-12 strains.  E. coli plasmid vectors 
have been modified in numerous ways to enable selection and screening for DNA inserts, for 
regulation of gene expression by inclusion of a variety of promoters, to facilitate protein 
purification by addition of epitope tags to gene products, and allow the choice of multiple 
antibiotic resistance markers (Lu, 2004).  Despite the large variety of plasmid derivatives, most 
vectors have been constructed from only a few different replicons.  Most plasmids used for 
recombinant DNA utilize the replication origin from the ColE1-like plasmids pMB1 (including 
pBR322 and pUC18/19-derivatives) (Hershfield et al., 1974) and p15A (Chang and Cohen, 
1978), or pSC101(Cohen et al., 1973).   
In contrast to the anti-sense RNA replication control used by ColE1 plasmids (Polisky, 
1988; Cesareni et al., 1991), pSC101 uses the RepA protein to initiate and regulate replication 
(Armstrong et al., 1984) through binding repeated sequences known as iterons at the ori 
(Churchward et al., 1983; Vocke and Bastia, 1983; Chattoraj, 2000).  RepA also autoregulates its 
own expression by binding as a dimer to inverted repeats near the repA promoter (Linder et al., 
1985).  pSC101-derivative plasmids are also stably maintained owing to the presence of par 
locus (Tucker et al., 1984).  pSC101-derivative plasmids replicate at a relatively low copy 
number (<8 copies/cell) (Cabello et al., 1976; Hasunuma and Sekiguchi, 1977) and numerous 
cloning vectors based on this replicon have been reported (Hasnain and Thomas, 1986; Takeshita 
et al., 1987; Lerner and Inouye, 1990; Wang and Kushner, 1991; Hoang et al., 1999; Phillips, 
1999; Hashimoto-Gotoh et al., 2000)(1).   
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Another useful property of the pSC101 replicon is that it is compatible with ColE1 
plasmids, allowing multiple vectors to be propagated in the same cell.  Although there frequently 
is a need to introduce multiple plasmids to the same cell, the options can be limited.  In addition 
to pSC101 plasmids, different ColE1 replicons can also be compatible with one another, such as 
pMB1 and p15A-derivative plasmids.  However, like pSC101, p15A vectors, including 
pACYC177 and pACYC184, are relatively low copy number plasmids (Hiszczynska-Sawicka 
and Kur, 1997), which can limit their utility.  Cloning vectors based on other ColE1-like 
plasmids have been reported, but they replicate at either relatively low or very high copy 
numbers (Phillips et al., 2000).  Despite these options for constructing strains of E. coli and other 
closely related bacteria transformed with multiple plasmids, we sought additional, well-
characterized plasmids that can replicate at multiple copy numbers (low, medium and high) that 
are also compatible with all ColE1 vectors.   
To characterize pSC101 replication, mutations that increase copy number have been 
found.  These mutations, in general, resulted from changes at several amino acid positions in the 
RepA protein (Xia et al., 1991; Xia et al., 1993; Furuno et al., 2000).  Although these mutations 
have proven useful for understanding plasmid replication control, they have not been developed 
for use in recombinant DNA.  We, therefore, used a repA mutant altered at glutamate (Glu) 93, 
which results in a 4-5 fold increase in copy number (Xia et al., 1991), to construct a new series of 
cloning vectors that replicate at various copies/cell and that also offer the advantages of the well-
characterized pSC101 replicon.  We further reasoned that additional amino acid substitutions of 
Glu 93 might further disrupt the normal regulation of replication initiation by RepA yielding new 
classes of copy number mutants.  Indeed, through this strategy we isolated a new pSC101 
replicon mutant that replicates at high copy number (~240 copies/cell) and also incorporated it 
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into cloning vectors.  We demonstrated the usefulness of these plasmids in an assay of genetic 
suppression of signal recognition particle mutants in E. coli.  These vectors should be useful for 
any number of studies where stably maintained ColE1-compatible pSC101-derivative plasmids 
are required at elevated copy numbers.   
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Generation of copy number mutants by site-directed mutagenesis. The original cop mutation 
isolated by Xia et al. (1991) along with four additional mutations that changed the Glu at 
position 93 of the RepA protein were generated by PCR mutagenesis.  To facilitate construction 
of the different copy number mutants, a BglII restriction site was first introduced to repA 
corresponding to residue 93 in the pSC101-derivative plasmid pCL21 (Lerner and Inouye, 1990).   
Primers repABglIIS: 5’-ACAGATCTTCCAGTGGA CAAACTATGCCAAGTTC-3’ and 
repABglIIAS: 5’-TGAGGAAGATCTCAAAGCCTTTAACCAAAGGATTCCTG-3’ (the BglII 
site is italicized) were used in an inverse PCR reaction (Stemmer and Morris, 1992) using the 
reaction conditions: 95˚C for 1 m; 95˚C for 30 s, 55˚C for 30 s and 72˚C for 2 m for 25 cycles; 
72˚C for 10 m.  PCR products of the appropriate size (~4.5 kb) were agarose gel purified and 
treated with DpnI at 37˚C for 1 h. before digestion with BglII and self-ligation.  The ligation 
reactions were used to transform DH5α and the resulting plasmids were purified using a 
QIAprep Spin Miniprep kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA) and confirmed by DNA sequencing. The 
resulting construct was named pCL21-BglII and used in subsequent PCR mutagenesis reactions.   
PCR was used to generate DNA fragments containing specific alterations that were used 
to replace the BglII-EagI fragment from pCL21-BglII.  Using pCL21-BglII as a template, PCR 
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reactions using the conditions: 95˚C for 1 m; 95˚C for 30 s, 55˚C for 30 s and 72˚C for 1 m for 
30 cycles; 72˚C for 5 m.  The sense primer EagI-S, 5’-CTCGGCCGTCGCGGCGC-3’ (EagI site 
is italicized), was used in combination with the following anti-sense primers containing a BglII 
or BamHI (italicized) restriction site and the desired mutation (underlined):  
BglII-E93K: 5’-CTGGAAGATCTTAAAGCCTTTAACCAAAGGATTCCTG-3’;  
BglII-E93N: 5’-CTGGAAGATCTGAAAGCCTTTAACCAAAGGATTCCTG-3’; BamHI-E93R: 
5’-CTGGAGGATCCGAAAGCCTTTAACCAAAGGATTCCTG-3’; BamHI-E93W: 5’-
CTGGAGGATCCAAAAGCCTTTAACCAAAGGATTCCTG-3’; BamHI-E93G: 5’-
CTGGAGGATCCCAAAGCCTTTAACCAAAGGATTCCTG-3’. 
 Following PCR, 1.3-kb fragments were gel purified from each reaction, digested with 
EagI and BglII or BamHI and ligated with pCL21-BglII digested with EagI and BglII.  Plasmid 
DNA was isolated from transformants of each ligation reaction to determine the relative yield of 
each construct.  Mutations were confirmed by DNA sequencing. 
Two mutations (E93K and E93R) were used to construct new cloning vectors by cloning 
a ~1.1-kb NdeI to SpeI fragment into the pSC101-derivative plasmid pWSK29 (Wang and 
Kushner, 1991) to generate pJPA12 and pJPA13 (Fig 1).  BspHI fragments encoding resistance 
to chloramphenicol (CamR) and kanamcyin (KanR) were isolated from pDHC29 and pDHK29 
(Phillips et al., 2000), respectively, and used to replace bla, encoding ampicillin resistance 
(AmpR) from pJPA12 and pJPA13, generating pJPC12 and pJPK13 (Fig 1).    
 
Copy number determination. The copy number of each of the copy number mutants was 
performed using qPCR similar to a method described previously (Whelan et al., 2003).  Two 
genes, the plasmid encoded bla and ffh, located on the E. coli chromosome, were selected as 
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targets for qPCR analysis.  Copy number was determined by first measuring the absolute 
amounts of plasmid DNA by comparison with a standard curve.  Next, the relative amounts of 
plasmid DNA were reported as a ratio of plasmid copies/chromosome. 
A standard curve was generated to establish the relationship of the threshold cycle values 
(CT) with the absolute copy number of the target sequences.  The plasmid pBAD-ffh (lab 
collection), a 5.5-kb, pBR322-derivative plasmid carrying both target genes (bla and ffh), was 
used to generate the standard curve.  Serial dilutions of a known quantity of pBAD-ffh were 
subjected to qPCR using a BioRad MyiQ single color detection system (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA).  
Reactions were performed using the DyNAmo™ HS SYBR® Green qPCR Kit (Finnzymes, 
Woburn MA) using the following conditions: 95˚C for 10 s, 62˚C for 10 s and 72˚C for 10 s, for 
40 cycles.  The primers used for probing bla on the plasmids were:  
blaQf : 5’CTACGATACGGGAGGGCTTA-3’; and  
blaQr : 5’-ATAAATCTGGAGCCGGTGAG-3’ (Lee et al., 2006).  The primers used for probing 
ffh were: ffh-S : 5’-TAAACTCGGTAAGTTCCTGCGCGA-3’; and ffh-AS :  
5’-AGCGCCGCGTTAA CAATATCAACC-3’. 
pBAD-ffh was purified and its concentration measured using a NanoDrop ND-1000 
Spectrophotometer.  The concentrations were used to calculate the absolute number of copies of 
plasmid in the sample using the equation (Whelan et al., 2003): 
Copies of plasmid =  [6.02 × 1023 (copy/mol) × amount (g)] / [length (bp) × 660 (g/mol/bp)] 
Plasmid DNA was serially diluted from 7.4 × 105 to 7.4 × 109 molecules/µl and the qPCR 
reactions were performed in triplicate. The CT values were calculated using the BioRad MyiQ 
software version 3.032 and were plotted against the log of the calculated total copies of plasmid 
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in each sample (Fig 2).  From these standard curves, the efficiency for each target (E in Fig 2) 
was calculated by the MyiQ software and was found to be near ideal.   
 To use the standard curve for copy number determination, each pSC101-derivative 
plasmid, as well as pBR322, was used to transform DH5α and transformants were grown to mid-
log phase.  Total DNA was extracted using a MasterPure Complete DNA & RNA Purification kit 
(Epicentre, Madison WI).  The samples were then run in a standard qPCR reaction in triplicate 
probing separately for both bla (plasmid encoded) and ffh (chromosomal encoded) to determine 
CT values.   
All CT values were then converted to total copy number using the respective standard 
curve for each probe.  The plasmid copy number per chromosome was then determined as the 
ratio of the copy number of bla, representing the total copy number of plasmids, to the copy 
number of ffh, representing the total copy number of the chromosome.  The procedure was 
repeated with DNA extracted from two independent samples. 
 
Determination of plasmid stability and compatibility. A control plasmid was constructed by 
replacing the bla gene from pWSK29 with a BspHI fragment encoding cam from pDHC30 
(Phillips et al., 2000).  To test plasmid stability, pJPC11, pJPC12 and pWSK29-cam were used to 
transform NEB5α and the cells grown in LB overnight in the absence of antibiotic selection.  
One overnight culture was considered the result of 10 generations of growth.  Each overnight 
culture was diluted by 1000 (5 µl into 5 ml) and grown again for a total of 80 generations.  
Cultures were diluted after every 20 generations of growth and plated onto LB plates both with 
and without Cam.  Colonies were counted after an overnight incubation.  Stability was reported 
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as the number of colonies growing on the antibiotic plates/the total number of colonies on the 
non-selective plates.  
Compatibility with ColE1 replicon plasmids was tested by transforming pJPC12, pJPC13 
and pWSK29-cam into DH5α containing pBR322.  The strains were grown for multiple 
generations, as described above.  For this study, Amp was included in the growth medium to 
select for pBR322.  Cultures were diluted after every 20 generations of growth and plated onto 
LB + Amp plates both with and without Cam.  Plasmid compatibility was reported as the number 
of colonies growing on the Amp + Cam plates/the total number of colonies on the Amp plates.  
 
Suppression of temperature sensitive Ffh. To test for suppression of the temperature 
sensitivity of an ffh mutant, plasmids pWSK30ffs, pJPA12ffs and pJPA13ffs were constructed by 
cloning a 0.6–kb EcoRI-BamHI fragment from pSB832 (Park et al., 2002) into each plasmid 
digested with the same enzymes.  Plasmids were used to transform the strains SKP1101 (ffhTS) 
and SKP1102 (ffh+) (Park et al., 2002) and the reactions were plated at 30˚C and 42˚C overnight.  
After incubation for 24 hours, colonies were counted.  Suppression of the temperature sensitivity 
of SKP1101 was calculated by dividing the number of colonies on the 42˚C plates by the number 
on the 30˚C plates.  Also, colonies were streaked from the 30˚C plates at 30˚C and 42˚C to 
confirm suppression of the TS phenotype. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Isolation of copy number mutants. Previous studies revealed that a change of Glu to Lys in the 
RepA initiator protein resulted in a 4-5 fold increase in plasmid copy number of pSC101 (Xia et 
al., 1991).  We reasoned that replacement of Glu93 with other amino acids could result in further 
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changes to the copy number of the pSC101 replicon and that these new repA mutations could be 
used to construct useful cloning vectors.  We used PCR mutagenesis to generate multiple repA 
mutants by changing the triplet GAG (encoding Glu93) to CGG (Arg), AAG (Lys), TGG (Trp), 
CAG (Gln) and GGG (Gly).  These amino acids represent a diversity of side chain sizes and are 
encoded by bases that compatible with the BglII restriction site engineered into repA of pCL21-
BglII (Table 1).  Mutants were constructed as described in Materials and methods and all 
resulted in elevated plasmid DNA yields in comparison to the wild-type repA parent, pCL21-
BglII (data not shown). 
 Quantification of the plasmid DNA from the different repA mutants revealed two classes 
of high copy number mutants.  As reported, repAE93K yielded a modest increase in copy 
number (Xia et al., 1991) (Table 1).  We observed a similar increase in plasmid copy number 
with the repAE93G mutation.  When the repAE93R, repAE93W or repAE93N mutants were 
characterized, even higher plasmid DNA yields were observed.  We chose to continue to further 
characterize the repAE93K and repAE93R variants, which represented both classes of increased 
copy number mutants (Table 2).  
 
Plasmid copy number determination. Quantitative PCR (qPCR) was used to measure the copy 
number of the repAE93K and repAE93R high copy mutants, using a method reported by Whelan 
et al. (Whelan et al., 2003).  To enable the use of primers specific for the plasmid encoded bla 
gene (Whelan et al., 2003), we cloned the two repA mutant alleles into pWSK29, a low copy 
number, pSC101-derivative plasmid (Wang and Kushner, 1991), as described in Materials and 
methods.   
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A standard curve was first generated to determine the relationship between threshold 
cycle value (CT) and copy number of bla and ffh carried on the same recombinant plasmid.  As 
shown in Fig 2, the standard curves for both sequences were generated with near ideal efficiency 
with values of 95% and 94.4% respectively.  Efficiency refers to the increase of signal per cycle 
at the signal threshold used to calculate the CT values. An ideal efficiency is achieved when all of 
the double stranded templates are denatured, each strand anneals to a primer, and the polymerase 
replicates the each template. Under these ideal conditions the amount of signal should double 
with each cycle of the PCR or have an efficiency (E) of 1.0. Also, the standard curves showed 
consistency over the range of dilutions, with a linear regression of greater than 0.99.  These 
results indicated that the standard curve could be used to obtain an accurate determination of 
plasmid copy number.   
The copy number of each pSC101-derivtive plasmid and a control plasmid was 
determined by first using qPCR to measure the CT values of both bla and ffh from samples of 
total DNA isolated directly from E. coli transformants.  The absolute copy number was then 
found for each target gene from the standard curve.  The results are reported as plasmid copy 
number per chromosome, since a single copy of bla is on the plasmid and a single copy of ffh is 
on the chromosome.  
The copy number measurements are summarized in Table 2.  As a control for the qPCR 
method, we also measured the copy number of the ColE1 plasmid pBR322 and of the pSC101-
derivative pWSK29.  The qPCR method yielded a copy number of 16.5 plasmids/chromosome 
for pBR322, consistent with a range of 15-20 plasmids per chromosome (Lin-Chao and Bremer, 
1986; Lee et al., 2006).  In addition, pWSK29 was found to have a copy number of 6.7 
plasmids/chromosome, closely matching previous measurements for pSC101 of ~6 
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plasmids/chromosome (Cabello et al., 1976; Hasunuma and Sekiguchi, 1977).  Measurements of 
the high copy number mutants showed the repAE93K mutation resulted in a copy number of 27 
plasmids/chromosome.  We categorized this mutant as a medium copy number plasmid.  This 
value is consistent with the published report the E93K substitution increased the copy number of 
pSC101 4-5 fold (Xia et al., 1991).  In contrast, the E93R replacement yielded a plasmid that 
replicated to 237 copies/chromosome and was designated as a high copy number plasmid.   
 
Model for copy number control in repA mutants. Since the crystal structure of RepA is not 
available, we used the three-dimensional structure of the highly similar RepE initiator protein 
from the F factor to understand how substitutions at E93 resulted in elevated plasmid high copy 
number.  In addition to being similar to pSC101 RepA, RepE is highly similar to initiator 
proteins from other replicons, including plasmids R6K, pCU01, pPS10 and bacteriophage P1 
(Sharma et al., 2004).  For example, all of the proteins contact independent half sites of single 
iterons by specific α-helices and use a series of β-sheet structures near the amino terminus for 
dimerization (Sharma et al., 2004).  Fig 3 shows that the Glu side chain from RepE, which is in 
the identical location in RepA, is located in one of these β-sheets comprising the dimerization 
domain (β2b in Fig 3).   
 Initial characterization of the high copy number mutant E93K originally isolated by Xia, 
et al. (1991) concluded that the mutant RepA protein was found at a higher protein concentration 
and had an increased affinity for repeated sequences located at replication origin (Xia et al., 
1993).  Given the understanding of pSC101 replication control (Chattoraj, 2000), it is likely that 
mutations altering Glu93 would reduce the efficiency of initiator protein to form dimers.  Since 
RepA autoregulates its own synthesis by preferentially binding to sites near the repA promoter as 
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a dimer, repAE93 mutants express higher levels of the monomeric form of the protein that are 
more active in initiating replication. 
 In isolating the original repAE93K mutant, Xia et al. (1991) selected a spontaneous 
mutant that was able to grow on elevated levels of antibiotic.  This copy number mutant resulted 
from a commonly found G to A transition (GluGAG to LysAAG).  The repAE93R mutation, 
however, results from two base pair changes, including a rarer G to C tranversion (GluGAG to 
ArgCGG).  Likewise, the other high copy mutants described in this study would have been 
difficult to isolate by conventional random mutagenesis since they require either a double 
mutation (GluGAG to TrpTGG) or a single transversion (GluGAG to GlnCAG). 
 
Plasmid stability and compatibility. To determine if the increased copy number plasmids retain 
the stability properties of pSC101, we measured the frequency of loss of each plasmid after 
growth for multiple generations in the absence of antibiotic selection.  As shown in Table 3, 
essentially 100% of the cells transformed with the low (pWSK29) or medium- (pJPA12) copy 
number plasmids retained the plasmids even after 80 generations without Amp.  The high copy 
number plasmid pJPA13 exhibited decreased stability, however, with nearly half of the cells 
having lost the plasmid after 60 generations without selection.  Nearly all of the cells retained the 
plasmid after 20 generations, however.  The decreased stability of JP13 could be due to a 
combination of the increased metabolic load placed on E. coli imposed by the high copy number 
plasmid and disrupted dispersion of plasmid clusters in the cell (2).  Continual selective pressure 
by antibiotics is necessary to ensure this replicon is maintained in the culture.    
 To determine if the high copy number plasmid maintain their compatibility with ColE1 
plasmids, E. coli was transformed with pBR322 (ColE1 replicon) and pJPC12, pJPC13, or 
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pWSK29-cam, a CamR derivative of pWSK29 (Wang and Kushner, 1991) constructed for this 
study.  Cells were grown in the presence of Amp to select for pBR322 for up to 80 generations.  
Following growth, loss of each plasmid was determined by testing sensitivity to Amp (pBR322) 
or Cam.  As shown in Table 4, pJPC12 and the control pWSK29-cam were fully maintained, 
even after 80 generations, while increased loss of pJPC13 was observed.  Since the pJPC13 was 
lost from the culture at a similar rate as shown in Table 3, we conclude that plasmid loss was due 
to increased instability of the high copy number plasmid and not altered incompatibility with 
ColE1 plasmids.     
  
Construction of new cloning vectors. The mutant repA alleles were used for construction of 
new cloning vectors (Fig 1).  As described in Materials and methods, derivatives of the AmpR 
plasmids pJPA12 (medium copy) and pJPA13 (high copy) were constructed.  The resulting 
plasmids impart resistance to CamR (pJPC12/13) and KanR (pJPK12/13).  The plasmids allow 
inserts to be identified by blue/white screening on 5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl-β-D-galactoside 
(X-gal).  They further offer the high stability and ColE1 compatibility characteristic of pSC101 
plasmids. 
 
Use of new elevated copy number cloning vectors for suppression analysis. Previous studies 
have shown that the temperature sensitivity of the ffh mutant SKP1101 can be suppressed by 
overproduction of 4.5S RNA, the interactive partner of Ffh in forming the signal recognition 
particle (Park et al., 2002).  To better understand the SRP in E. coli, we were in need of a ColE1-
compatible plasmid that would express 4.5S RNA in sufficient levels to suppress the ffhTs 
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mutant.  Previous attempts to use wild type pSC101 plasmids for suppression failed due to the 
insufficient levels of 4.5S RNA.  
To test the high copy pSC101-derivative plasmids we inserted ffs, the structural gene for 
4.5S RNA, into pWSK30, pJPA12 and pJPA13.  The plasmids were used to transform SKP1101 
and the ffh+ control strain SKP1102 (Park et al., 2002) and suppression was measured by 
comparing the efficiency of plating at 30˚C and the non-permissive temperature of 42˚C.  The 
results are summarized in Table 5.  All of the copy number mutants suppressed the temperature-
sensitive phenotype (plating efficiencies were greater than 0.88).  Consistent with our previous 
results, pWSK30ffs failed to suppress the temperature-sensitivity of SKP1101 (plating efficiency 
of less than 0.01).  There was no significant difference in plating efficiencies between pJPA12 
and pJPA13-derivative plasmids, as shown by the SKP1102 (ffh+) transformants (Table 5).  The 
pJPA12 and 13-derivative plasmids expressing 4.5S RNA will be useful to study the interaction 
between RNA and the Ffh protein.   
In summary, new cloning vectors based on elevated copy number mutants of the pSC101 
replicon have been constructed.  These plasmids will facilitate expression studies where ColE1-
compatible plasmids that replicate at medium and high copy numbers are required.  These new 
vectors offer the advantage of pSC101 replicon plasmids, while overcoming the limitations of 
relatively low copy number plasmids.   
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TABLE 1. The plasmids and strains constructed and used in this work 
Plasmid or E. coli Strain Relevant Genotype Source or Reference 
Plasmids   
pWSK30 repA+ (Wang and Kushner, 
1991) 
pCL21 repA+ (Lerner and Inouye, 
1990) 
pCL21-BglII repA-BglII (silent mutation) This work 
pBR322 bla Lab collection 
pBADffh bla, ffh Lab collection 
pJPA12 repAE93K, bla This work 
pJPA13 repAE93R, bla This work 
pJPC12 repAE93K, cam This work 
pJPC13 repAE93R, cam This work 
pJPK12 repAE93K, kan This work 
pJPK13 repAE93R, kan This work 
pWSKffs repA+ ffs+ This work 
pJPA11ffs repA-62, ffs+ bla This work 
pJPA12ffs repAE93K, ffs+ bla This work 
pJPA13ffs repAE93R, ffs+ bla This work 
Strains   
NEB5α fhuA2∆(argF-lacZ)U169 phoA 
glnV44 Φ80 ∆(lacZ)M15 gyrA96 
recA1 relA1 endA1 thi-1 hsdR17 
(general cloning host) 
New England Biolabs 
SKP1101 ffhTS, cam (Park et al., 2002) 
SKP1102 ffh+, cam (Park et al., 2002) 
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TABLE 2. Copy numbers of plasmids as determined by qPCR 
Plasmid repA Genotype Copy Number* 
pWSK30 repA+   6.7±0.2 
pJPA12 repAE93K  27.0±1.5 
pJPA13 repAE93R 232.7±9.8 
pBR322 NA  16.5±0.6 
*Copy numbers were calculated as described in Materials and methods.  NA, not applicable. 
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TABLE 3. Stability of pSC101 vectors in the absence of antibiotic selection 
 Plasmid stability* 
Plasmid Number of generations 
 1 20 40 60 80 
   pWSK30 1.0 0.97 1.0 1.0 1.0 
   pJPA12 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
   pJPA13 1.0 0.97 0.63 0.45 0.45 
*Plasmid stability reported as number of colonies appearing on LB + Amp/number of colonies 
on LB alone after growth for the indicated number of generations without antibiotic. 
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TABLE 4. Compatibility of high copy pSC101 vectors with the ColE1 replicon pBR322 
 Plasmid stability* 
Plasmid Number of generations 
 1 20 40 60 80 
pWSK29-cam 1.0 0.98 0.98 0.97 0.89 
pJPC12 1.0 1.0 0.94 0.93 0.91 
pJPC13 1.0 0.74 0.68 0.65 0.56 
*Plasmid stability reported as number of colonies appearing on LB + Cam/ number of colonies 
on LB + Amp (pBR322 selection) after growth for the indicated number of generations without 
antibiotics. 
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TABLE 5. Efficiency of plating of S1101 and S1102 transformed with the differing copy number 
plasmids carrying ffs 
Plasmid SKP1101 (ffhts) SKP1102 (ffh+) 
   pWSKffs <0.03±0.02 1.21±0.15 
   pJPA12ffs 0.89±0.08 0.95±0.14 
   pJPA13ffs 0.89±0.07 0.85±0.05 
   pJPA13 <0.01±0.01 0.94±0.03 
The table shows the efficiency of plating shown as number of colony forming units at 42oC/ 
number of colony forming units at 30˚. 
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FIG. 1.  New cloning vectors constructed from pSC101 repA elevated copy number mutants.   
Shown are unique restriction enzyme recognition sites; lacZα, encoding the α peptide from β-
galactosidase; bla (AmpR); kan (KanR); and cam, (CamR).  The sizes of each plasmid in kb are 
also shown.  The expanded region below repA shows the amino acid sequences of the wild type 
gene product from pSC101 and the nucleotide sequence of the repA BglII mutation, along with 
the two high copy mutations used to construct the cloning vectors.  The coding sequence for the 
amino acids at position 93 is shown in bold.  The copy number of each replicon is also shown.   
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FIG. 1 
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FIG. 2. Standard curves for bla and ffh.  
The curves were constructed by serially diluting a sample of pBAD-ffh, as described in Materials 
and methods.  Each dilution was analyzed by qPCR probing for both bla and ffh.  The threshold 
cycle values (CT), defined as the cycle number where exponential increase of PCR product ends, 
for each sample were plotted against the log of the copy number.  E represents the efficiency of 
the PCR reaction corresponding to how well signal is duplicated over a single cycle and was 
calculated by the MyiQ software. 
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FIG. 3.  Structure of RepE initiator protein from F factor, a protein structurally similar to RepA 
of pSC101.   
The Glu at position 93 (E93) of RepE is identical to RepA. The side chain of E93 is circled and 
is located in β2b, a β-sheet important for protein dimerization.  The structure of RepE (Diaz-
Lopez et al., 2003) was obtained from PDB file 1REP and imaged with the program Cn3D.  
Helical regions are represented as cylinders and β-sheets as ribbons.  The initiator protein is 
shown contacting DNA.   
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FIG. 3 
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CHAPTER 5. New methods for rapid depletion of 4.5S RNA in Escherichia 
coli 
 
A paper to be submitted to Genetics 
James M. Peterson and Gregory J. Phillips 
 
ABSTRACT 
4.5S RNA is a metabolically stable RNA in Escherichia coli that is essential for protein 
localization as a component in the signal recognition particle. In addition to protein localization, 
4.5S RNA also has been shown to play a role in protein synthesis, likely at the translocation step.  
Since 4.5S RNA is essential for cell viability, study of its function has relied on strains that allow 
conditional expression in order to examine the effects of loss of 4.5S RNA on cell physiology.  A 
commonly used E. coli mutant was constructed where expression of ffs, the structural gene for 
4.5S is under control of the tac (hybrid trp/lac) promoter.  Consequently, this strain is viable 
only in the presence of IPTG, the gratuitous inducer of the lac operon.  However, growth of the 
mutant in the absence of inducer requires several generations before 4.5S RNA is depleted to 
levels that affect cell growth.  Gradual depletion of the RNA can make it difficult to identify the 
primary effects of loss of 4.5S RNA.  Therefore, we sought to develop new depletion systems 
that reduced the time required for extensive depletion of 4.5S RNA.  To accomplish this, we 
attempted two separate approaches: one designed to sequester 4.5S RNA into non-functional 
complexes by expressing a specific domain of a 4.5S RNA binding protein; and by seeking to 
isolate temperature sensitive mutant alleles of ffs.  Both methods yielded mutants where 4.5S 
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RNA was conditionally active, and at least one has the potential to be used to better understand 
the function of the RNA in protein localization and translation. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 4.5S RNA is one of the first small stable RNAs to be discovered and characterized in E. 
coli.  While originally thought to be a constituent of the translational machinery, it was 
subsequently shown to be an integral component of the bacterial signal recognition particle 
(SRP) (27)(28).  Similar to its role in eukaryotes, the SRP serves to localize proteins to the 
cytoplasmic membrane of E. coli (8)(21)(24)(35).   For recent reviews see: (9)(10)(20)(26).   In 
the SRP, 4.5S RNA serves as both a structural component by specific association with the Ffh 
protein as well as playing a functional role by stimulating the GTPase activity required for the 
function of the SRP pathway (31)(33).  
 Prior to its discovery as an SRP component, 4.5S RNA was originally implicated in 
protein synthesis (3).  To better understand the role of 4.5S RNA in E. coli, Brown and 
Bourgaize reported construction of an E. coli strain where ffs, encoding 4.5S RNA was placed 
under control of tac, an artificial promoter with features from both tac and lac . (7).  The 
construct was integrated into the host chromosome using a specialized λ transducing phage.  
When combined with an allele of ffs where the wild type gene was replaced with a kanamycin 
resistance cassette, the resulting strain allowed expression of ffs only in the presence of isopropyl 
β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG).  This mutant was used for both in vivo and in vitro studies 
to identify the cellular defects associated with loss of 4.5S RNA.  In biochemical studies, S-30 
extracts were prepared from cells depleted of 4.5S RNA to examine the effect of depletion on 
protein synthesis in vitro.   It was reported that polypeptides had slower rates of elongation in 
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natural mRNAs but not in poly-U RNAs, which in the in vitro system used do not require natural 
initiation (3). This suggested that 4.5S RNA was important for initiation of protein synthesis (3).  
To date, however, no additional evidence has been provided to confirm a role of 4.5S RNA in 
initiation of protein synthesis. 
In vivo studies were also conducted using the depletion strain.  Brown and Fournier 
measured the rate of polypeptide synthesis following depletion of 4.5S RNA (7). Although 
depletion of 4.5S RNA was associated with a reduction in total protein synthesis, extensive 
depletion required several generations, which resulted in secondary effects (7).  For example, it 
was observed that induction of the heat shock response had significantly altered the expression 
profile of cellular proteins (7). 
The in vivo studies were revisited by Jensen and Pederson, who examined the effects on 
protein synthesis of 4.5S RNA depletion without heat shock induction. Jensen et al. constructed 
a similar strain that was deficient in the induction of heat shock proteins (15).  Although Jensen 
et al. observed a small decrease in protein elongation rates upon 4.5S RNA depletion, they could 
not account for the loss of viability solely on the basis of this phenotype (15).   
 Brown also used the conditional tac-ffs mutant in a genetic approach to find mutations 
that suppressed the lethality caused by depletion of 4.5S RNA in an attempt to identify gene 
products that shared the same biochemical pathways.  Suppressor mutations that allowed the 
conditional mutant to grow with reduced levels of 4.5S RNA were found in fusA, the gene 
encoding translational factor elongation factor G (EF-G) (5).  Other suppressors were also found 
in genes encoding for tRNA synthetases and ribosomal RNA (6).  
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 More recently, it was shown that 4.5S RNA binds to EF-G in a specific, but low affinity 
interaction (14)(23)(34).  Recently, this interaction was shown to be dispensable though its role 
is still unknown (29). 
While use of strains permitting conditional expression of 4.5S RNA have been widely 
used to study this essential molecule, they require multiple generations of continual growth 
following removal of the inducer before the levels of RNA are reduced to a point where growth 
defects are manifested.  The long lag time is due, in part, to the fact that 4.5S RNA is a very 
stable RNA species, and that relatively few molecules appear to be required for cell growth 
(18)(16) (25). Exhaustive depletion of 4.5S RNA may be further delayed since the levels of the 
RNA in the depletion strains grown in the presence of IPTG was shown to be higher than that of 
wild-type E. coli (37). Together, these factors can make it difficult to determine if phenotypes 
exhibited by cells growing without IPTG are directly attributed to loss of 4.5S RNA, or are the 
result of secondary effects resulting indirectly from RNA depletion. For example, as noted 
above, heat shock is induced upon 4.5S RNA depletion, but there is no evidence that the RNA 
has a direct role in regulating this stress response. 
 To overcome these limitations, we attempted to develop new methods for depletion of 
functional 4.5S RNA in the cell that were more rapid than that achieved using the tac-ffs 
conditional expression strains. The first system used overexpression of a domain of a specific 
4.5S RNA-binding protein (EF-G) to deplete functional 4.5S RNA in the cell. The second 
approach describes isolation of new cold-sensitive ffs mutants. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Bacterial strains, plasmids and media.  Strains and plasmids used in this study are shown in 
Table 1.  Media were prepared as described by Miller (22).  Antibiotics and other chemicals were 
obtained from Sigma Chemical Co. (St. Louis, MO).  Enzymes for cloning were obtained from 
New England Biolabs (Ispsich, MA) and Fermentas Life Sciences (Glen Burnie, MD).  
 
Plasmid Construction. An ~600-bp EcoRI fragment encoding the 4.5S RNA RNA binding 
domain of EF-G was cloned into pMalc2 (New England Biolabs).  The resulting construct, 
pMalc2-fusD was confirmed by DNA sequencing and showed that the plasmid carried a gene 
fusion between malE (encoding maltose binding protein and the RNA binding domain of fus, 
encoding EF-G).  PCR was used to delete 33 bps, which encode key residues that comprise the 
4.5S RNA binding site of EF-G.  This construct was also cloned into pMalc2 and expressed 
MBP-EF-G∆RNA. 
 
MBP-EF-GRNA and MBP-EF-G∆RNA overexpression. Cultures were grown under standard 
conditions in LB broth at 37°C with aeration. 100 µl of an overnight culture of either JP1001 or 
JP1003 was used to inoculate 50 ml of fresh broth. The OD600 was observed every 30 min for 5 
h. Cultures were split after 60 min and split with half of the culture being grown with the inducer 
IPTG (10 µM) and half without IPTG. 
 
ffs overexpression. We transformed the strains JP1001 and JP1003 with pJPC13ffs, a high copy 
number plasmid expressing 4.5S RNA, and pJPC13, an empty vector as a negative control.  100 
µl of an overnight culture of the resulting strains, JP1014-JP1017, were mixed with 2.5ml of top 
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agar and spread on an LB plate. A 10mm filter membrane, which had absorbed 10 µl of 10 mM 
IPTG, was placed at the center of the plate and the plates were incubated at 37°C overnight. 
Zones of inhibition were then measured in mm. 
 
ffs mutagenesis. Specific bases of minimal 4.5S RNA were randomized by inverse PCR 
mutagenesis using either the primers 832minTS-NN-rev or 832minTS-D-rev with 832minTS-for. 
The cycling conditions were: 1 step of 95°C for 30 s; 25 cycles of 95°C for 5 s, 70°C for 15 s, 
72° for 45 s; 1 step of 72° for 10 m. The Phusion™ High-Fidelity PCR Kit (New England 
Biolabs, Inc., Ipswich, MA) was used for the reaction. The plasmid pSB832min was used for the 
template. The products of the PCR reaction were purified and self-ligated. NEB5α was 
transformed with the ligations and greater than 600 individual transformants from the 832minTS-
NN/832minTS reaction were pooled and over 300 transformants from the 832minTS-
D/832minTS reaction were pooled. Plasmid DNA was prepped from the two pools of 
transformants and used to transform S1693 with the inducer IPTG. S1693 was also transformed 
with pSB832 and pSB832min as controls. The resulting transformants were streaked for single 
colonies at 30°C and 42°C. Those of the resulting strains that showed altered phenotypes from 
the controls were saved for further analysis. Plasmid DNA was isolated and submitted for 
sequencing at the Iowa State DNA Sequencing and Synthesis Facility. 
 
Cold sensitive ffs growth curves. Strains JP2070 (ffs min) and JP2072 (CS ffs min) were grown 
overnight at 37°C. The overnight culture was diluted 1:100 into LB at 30°C and 37°C. The 
OD600 of each culture was measured every 30 min for 5 h. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Depletion of functional 4.5S RNA by overexpression of an RNA-binding domain.  
 Since 4.5S RNA is known to interact with both Ffh, in formation of the SRP, and EF-G, 
we reasoned that expression of the RNA binding domain of either of these proteins should result 
in a non-functional protein-RNA complex.  As a consequence, if significant levels of the non-
functional ribonucleoprotein complex could be formed, cells should suffer the consequences of 
lowered levels of 4.5S RNA.   
 To test this hypothesis, we constructed gene fusions that expressed proteins where the 
RNA binding domain of EF-G, was fused to maltose binding protein (MBP).  MBP was chosen 
as a fusion partner to stabilize and ensure solubility of the relatively small 4.5S RNA-binding 
domains of EF-G.  While we could have also chosen Ffh as a binding partner, reports indicated 
that a truncated version of Ffh was still able to interact with the ribosome when bound to 4.5S 
RNA (1).  To avoid complicating results, we chose to test the potential of overexpression of the 
RNA binding domain of EF-G for these studies.   
 Like Ffh, the RNA binding domain of EF-G (EF-GRNA) is at the carboxy-terminus of the 
protein (30).  As described in Materials and Methods, we inserted a ~600 bp EcoRI fragment 
encoding the 4.5S RNA binding domain of EF-G into pMalc2.  The resulting plasmid pMalc2-
fusD expressed an MBP-EF-GRNA hybrid protein under control of the tac promoter. 
 An additional construct was also made and served as a control to determine if the 
phenotypes observed were dependent upon the 4.5S RNA biding domain.  PCR was used to 
construct a derivative of the gene encoding MBP-EF-GRNA that was deleted for 11 conserved 
amino acids with homology to the RNA binding domain of Ffh (30).  
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Effects of overexpressing MBP-EF-GRNA on cell growth. 
 Plasmids, pMalc2-fusD and pMalc2-fusD∆R were transformed into E. coli (NEB5α) and 
transformants were grown in broth culture without inducer to early log phase growth, as 
described in Materials and Methods.   Growth curve data are presented in Fig 1.  Expression of 
MBP-EF-GRNA caused a rapid decline in growth rate (Fig 1) and increased cell filamentation 
(data not shown) only after addition of IPTG.  No change in growth or cell morphology was 
observed when MBP-EF-G∆RNA was expressed, however (Fig 1).   
To confirm the hybrid proteins were induced under the appropriate growth conditions, 
SDS-PAGE analysis was performed to confirm polypeptides corresponding to the predicted 
molecular weight were conditionally expressed (data not shown). 
 
Effects of 4.5S RNA overexpression on growth defects. 
 If the observed growth defects were indeed the result of sequestration of 4.5S RNA by 
MBP-EF-GRNA, then the effects should be overcome if 4.5S RNA was also overexpressed. We 
attempted to test this by growing the transformants on agar plates containing a gradient of IPTG 
under conditions where 4.5S RNA was also overexpressed from a compatible recombinant 
plasmid.  To be consistent with our hypothesis, the IPTG concentration required to inhibit 
growth should be elevated if 4.5S RNA was also expressed at elevated levels.   
 The growth assays were performed as described in Materials and Methods and the  
results are summarized in Table 2.  Unexpectedly, the zones of inhibition observed were 
consistently greater when 4.5S RNA was overexpressed in combination with MBP-EF-GRNA. 
This observation was not consistent with our prediction that overexpression of 4.5S RNA should 
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relieve the growth defects caused by overexpression of the MBP-EF-GRNA protein.  Expression 
of 4.5S RNA in combination with MBP-EF-G∆RNA, however, did not show a significant increase 
in zone of inhibition. This suggests that additional 4.5S RNA increases the lethality of the fusion 
proteins instead of allowing more 4.5S RNA available for normal functions.  Similar results were 
observed when the growth assays were performed with different E. coli hosts.  
 One explanation for the results is that overexpression of 4.5S RNA is, itself, detrimental 
to cell growth, and this negative effect is enhanced with poorly growing cells. 4.5S RNA is 
processed by the same group of RNases that are important for the maturation of tRNAs and other 
small stable RNAs (19). It could be that overexpression of 4.5S RNA overloads the RNA 
processing enzymes and subsequently disrupts the maturation of other small stable RNAs and 
their respective functions.  
While these unexpected results do not negate the use of the strategy of expressing the 
RNA binding domain of EF-G to study 4.5S RNA function, they clearly indicate additional 
studies are needed before the method can be used for its intended purposes. 
 
Isolation of new temperature sensitive ffs mutants.  
 We also considered an alternative approach to rapidly deplete cells of functional 4.5S 
RNA that relied on isolation of new temperature sensitive (TS) mutants.  While TS mutants are 
normally considered to be associated with mutations in genes encoding polypeptides, there are 
examples of TS RNA mutants.  For example, mutations that cause temperature sensitivity have 
been found for several of the tRNAs (32)(11)(13). In addition, a TS ffs mutant has been isolated 
from Caulobacter, which alters a base outside the highly conserved region of 4.5S RNA (36).   
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To increase the likelihood of isolating a new TS ffs mutant, we used a deletion derivative 
of ffs (ffsmin ).  As shown in Fig 2, ffsmin encodes an RNA molecule of only 51 bases, in contrast to 
the 114-base 4.5S RNA molecule.  Despite its relatively small size, the product of ffsmin contains 
the structures that are bound by Ffh and EF-G (16) and can complement an ffs deletion mutant 
(2).  
In general, the 4.5S RNA molecule has been shown to be a highly basepaired and stable 
RNA (12, 17, 18). Whereas alteration of specific amino acids within globular proteins can cause 
misfolding at higher temperatures, we have found that the 4.5S RNA has a high tolerance to base 
alteration in the region known to contact Ffh (25).  To isolate a TS ffs mutant, we therefore 
targeted mutagenesis to introduce mispairings at the tail of the molecule to encourage 
destabilization of the helix (Fig 1).  These mutations would be near those of the TS ffs mutant in 
Caulobacter (36) and due to the truncated nature of ffsmin they would also be near the tail of the 
molecule, similar to a mutation that caused temperature sensitivity in tRNAArg (13). To do this 
we randomized residues at the tail of minimal 4.5S RNA as described in Materials and Methods. 
The resulting mutagenized plasmid preparations containing a mixture of ffsmin alleles 
were screened for loss of viability at the non-permissive temperature of 42oC.  
After screening over 100 transformants (greater than 0.99 probability that all possibilities 
were examined), no mutants were isolated that were TS at 42°C. In contrast, roughly a third of 
those mutants examined (41/125) exhibited cold sensitivity (CS) at 30°C. To further explore the 
CS mutants, plasmid DNA from several of the mutants were transformed into JP2005 at 42°C. 
JP2005 expresses its sole copy of ffs on a plasmid that is temperature sensitive for replication at 
42°C (25). When transformed at 42°C this plasmid is lost.  Transformants were selected at 42oC 
and tested to confirm loss of the TS, complementing plasmid.  The resulting strains (JP2071, 
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JP2072, and JP2073) expressing only the selected CS ffs alleles, were grown, along with the 
positive control JP2070, at 30°C and 37°C in broth culture.  The growth curve for JP2072 and 
the control JP2070 are presented in Fig 3, but similar results were obtained with all three 
mutants. The CS mutants all showed slower growth than the control at 30°C while having similar 
growth at 37°C. While a temperature sensitive allele is ideal for rapid conditional depletion, the 
mutants rapidly lost their CS phenotype after prolonged culturing.  After re-streaking the mutants 
twice at 37oC, the strains grew normally at 30°C.  In agreement with this observation, if cells 
from a culture of a CS mutant grown for several generations at 37°C were subcultured and grown 
at 30oC, the cells grew at rates close to that of the wild type control (data not shown).  Given the 
high rate of conversion to wild type, we suspect the changes were due to adaptations made by the 
cells and not mutational changes to the plasmid DNA.  In any event, the instability of the ffs 
alleles precluded their use as an effective depletion system.   
 In conclusion, we attempted to develop two new genetic systems for depletion of 
functional 4.5S RNA that would respond to the non-permissive conditions more rapidly than 
previously isolated mutants.  Our attempts to isolate TS ffs mutants were not successful by the 
strategy that we chose, i.e., to alter base pairs within the stem region of ffsmin (Fig. 1).   In 
contrast, several of the mutants were CS, however, the instability of the conditional phenotype 
made their use for additional experiments impractical.  More studies will be required to 
understand the CS phenotype, and the extreme instability of the mutants.  In contrast, expression 
of a fusion protein containing the 4.5S RNA binding domain of EF-G did show promise.     
 Expression of a fusion protein containing the 4.5S RNA binding domain of EF-G did 
show promise in that it was lethal to the cell. However, the lethality could not be suppressed by 
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overproduction of 4.5S RNA. Additional studies will be required to confirm that the lethality is 
due to sequestration of 4.5S RNA. 
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TABLE 1. Plasmids, strains and PCR primers used in this study 
Plasmid or E. coli Strain Relevant Property or Genotype Source or Reference 
Plasmids   
pMalc2 Vector for constructing MBP fusions New England Biolabs 
pMalc2fusD malE-fusRNA This study 
pMalc2fusD∆R malE-fusd∆RNA This study 
pSB832min ffsmin+ (minimal ffs),  This study 
pSB832minCA ffsminCA+ This study 
pSB832minCG ffsminCG+ This study 
pSB832min∆CC ffsmin∆CC+ This study 
pJPS13 ffs- This study 
pJPS13ffs ffs+ This study 
Strains   
NEB5α fhuA2∆(argF-lacZ)U169 phoA 
glnV44 Φ80 ∆(lacZ)M15 gyrA96 
recA1 relA1 endA1 thi-1 hsdR17 
(general cloning host) 
New England 
Biolabs, Inc. 
JP1001 NEB5α, pMalc2fusD This study 
JP1003 NEB5α, pMalc2fusD∆R This study 
JP1004 NEB5α, pMalc2 This study 
JP1014 NEB5α, pMalc2fusD, pJPS13ffs This study 
JP1015 NEB5α, pMalc2fusD, pJPS13 This study 
JP1016 NEB5α, pMalc2fusD∆R, pJPS13ffs This study 
JP1017 NEB5α, pMalc2fusD∆R, pJPS13 This study 
JP1018 NEB5α, pMalc2, pJPS13ffs This study 
JP1019 NEB5α, pMalc2, pJPS13 This study 
S1693 HfrH lacIq relA1 spoT1 lacY::Tn10 
mini-tet ffs::kan-591 [λimm-434 nin-
5 XhoI::φ(Ptac-ffs)] 
(4) 
JP2005 CSH109, ffs::kan-591,  
pffsTS-Spc, (Spcr) 
(25) 
JP2070 CSH109, ffs::kan-591, pSB832min (25) 
JP2071 CSH109, ffs::kan-591, 
pSB832minCA 
This study 
JP2072 CSH109, ffs::kan-591, 
pSB832minCG 
This study 
JP2073 CSH109, ffs::kan-591, 
pSB832min∆CC 
This study 
Inverse PCR primers   
832minTS-NN-rev 5'–NNA CCC ATT TCT GCC TCC CAC CGT TTC G–3'1 
832minTS-D-rev 5'–DCA CCC ATT TCT GCC TCC CAC CGT TTC G–3'2 
832minTS-for 5'–TCT GCC TTG GCT GCT TCC TT–3' 
 
  
1
 N is a roughly equal mix of A, C, G, and T. 
2
 D is a roughly equal mix of A, G, and T. 
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TABLE 2. Zone of inhibitions with and without overexpression of 4.5S RNA. 
Strain Fusion protein 4.5S RNA 
Overexpression 
Zone of inhibition 
(mm)1 
Cell morphology2 
JP1014 MBP-EF-GRNA Yes 36 F/I 
JP1015 MBP-EF-GRNA No 32 F/I 
JP1016 MBP-EF-G∆RNA Yes 26 I 
JP1017 MBP-EF-G∆RNA No 25 I 
JP1018 MBP Yes 14 Wild type 
JP1019 MBP No 14 Wild type 
1
 Zone of inhibition was found as described in the text. It is the diameter of the area with no 
growth surrounding the filter disc with IPTG after overnight incubation. 
2
 The cell morphology of cells adjacent to the zone of inhibition was observed with microscopy.
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FIG. 1. Growth curves of strains containing 4.5S RNA binding proteins. 
 JP1001 (squares) and JP1003 (triangles) were grown with (filled) and without (empty) IPTG as 
described in Materials and Methods.  
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FIG. 2. 4.5S RNA and 4.5S RNA min.  
Secondary structure of 4.5S RNA and 4.5S RNA min with those bases in 4.5S RNA min that 
were changed during mutagenesis underlined. The alterations caused by each primer are given 
(N = equal chance of A, C, G, or U; D = equal chance of A, G, or U). 
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FIG. 3. Growth curve of CS 4.5S RNA strain.  
Strains JP2070 (ffs min) and JP2072 (CS ffs min) were grown at 30°C (empty boxes or triangles) 
or 37°C (filled boxes or triangles) as described in Materials and Methods. 
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CHAPTER 6. General Conclusions 
 
Although 4.5S RNA was one of the first stable, non-coding RNAs discovered in bacteria 
(3), questions remain as to its cellular functions, and additional characterization is ongoing. The 
RNA was originally identified as a participant in protein synthesis (1, 2), but has since been 
found to be an essential component of the SRP.  Since its discovery as a component of the 
membrane targeting machinery, the majority of research on 4.5S RNA has focused on examining 
its role in the SRP pathway. For example, 4.5S RNA has been shown to function as a structural 
component of the SRP (11); ffs mutants have exhibited deficiencies in protein localization (13); 
and 4.5S RNA has been shown to be required for GTP hydrolysis within the SRP pathway (12). 
Although 4.5S RNA has an undisputed function as an SRP component, less attention has been 
recently paid to how the RNA may function in protein synthesis.  As a consequence, how 4.5S 
RNA contributes to the efficiency or accuracy of protein synthesis remains unclear.   
Characterization of 4.5S RNA to better understand how it functions in both protein 
localization and translation presents a unique challenge. Since both processes are indispensible to 
the cell, mutations that render the RNA non-functional could affect one or both functions of the 
RNA.  In considering this problem, we recognized the limitation of the genetic systems available 
to study 4.5S RNA, as well as mutant alleles of ffs.  Although previous studies had been 
conducted to study ffs mutations (9, 10, 13), each were flawed and actually contributed to the 
lack of clarity about the function of 4.5S RNA. Specifically, complementation tests were 
performed under conditions where there was incomplete repression of wild type ffs. Essentially 
all studies to characterize mutant ffs alleles were conducted using the derivatives of the same 
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4.5S RNA depletion strain that used the poorly repressed tac promoter for control of wild type 
ffs.  Incomplete repression of the promoter was evidenced by the fact that the construct produced 
enough 4.5S RNA to allow the isolation of suppressor mutations that enabled growth during 
repressed conditions (2). 
To overcome this problem, we constructed a genetic system that allowed 
complementation tests to be performed in haploid.  The E. coli strain JP2005 has its sole copy of 
ffs borne by a temperature sensitive plasmid that is lost when cells are grown at 42°C.  As a 
consequence, cells survive at 42oC only if they express functional 4.5S RNA from another 
plasmid. 
A second concern that we identified with previous studies to characterize ffs mutants was 
that expression of the alleles was done from high copy number plasmids, and using artificial 
promoters (9, 10, 13).  These approaches were of concern since elevated expression of RNA is 
likely to mask the functional deficiencies of different ffs alleles (13).  In response, we combined 
the relatively new technology of recombineering with the classic use of F′  factors to express 
multiple ffs alleles at levels that were biologically relevant. When we combined the use of ffs 
alleles borne on F’ factors and the JP2005 temperature sensitive strain, we obtained a clear 
picture of the importance of the most highly conserved residues of 4.5S RNA and resolved the 
contradictions of previous studies. The new genetic systems should also be useful for any 
number of studies where multiple alleles of a gene need to be characterized.   
Previous studies also used largely in vitro methods to characterize interaction of 4.5S 
RNA with the Ffh protein in assembly of the SRP (6, 8, 13).  As an alternative approach to 
understand how the RNA interacts with proteins in vivo, we developed an assay using RT-qPCR 
to measure the amount of RNA that co-purified with Ffh.  This resulted in a greater sensitivity 
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for detecting RNA/protein interactions and better defined the importance of the highly conserved 
residues of 4.5S RNA for binding to Ffh.  This method should also be useful for future studies to 
examine additional ffs mutations.   
There were also conflicting results in previous studies regarding the amount of 4.5S RNA 
in the cell (4, 6, 7). These previous studies used gel analysis to measure the proportion of 4.5S 
RNA to 5S rRNA and the levels found varied several fold between studies (4, 6, 7). We 
developed an RT-qPCR method as an independent means to measure the levels of 4.5S RNA and 
found values close to those previously reported by Jensen and Pederson (6). This indicates both 
that RT-qPCR can be used for quantitative analysis of stable RNAs in the cell and that 4.5S RNA 
levels are lower than originally reported (4, 7).  This result makes it unlikely that 4.5S RNA 
contributes to the function of the vast majority of translating ribosomes during active cellular 
growth.   
In characterizing the ffs alleles, we observed that overproduction of Ffh could suppress 
the lethality of expression of a severe 4.5S RNA mutant, C62G.  This observation led us to the 
conclusion that while 4.5S RNA may function in protein synthesis, its role is not essential.  We 
further characterized the interaction between 4.5S RNA and EF-G and found that mutations in ffs 
that severely disrupt interaction between 4.5S RNA and the elongation factor are not lethal to the 
cell. This provides strong evidence that this interaction is not essential for the cell. In addition, 
we measured the affect these mutations had on the rate of elongation in protein synthesis and 
found a small but consistent decrease in elongation rate. This closely matched previous results 
which observed total protein elongation rate in cells that had been depleted of 4.5S RNA (5). 
In the course of these studies we also recognized the need for an improved genetic system 
to identify the consequences of depletion of 4.5S RNA through kinetic assays.  Essentially all 
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other similar studies have been conducted using a single E. coli mutant that requires several 
generations of growth before growth defects are recognized.  We, therefore, attempted to 
construct new genetic systems for conditional expression of 4.5S RNA activity.  These efforts 
included using conditional expression of an RNA binding domain (MBP-EF-GRNA) to sequester 
4.5S RNA into a non-functional complex and using directed mutagenesis to isolate a temperature 
sensitive ffs mutation. While overproduction of the MBP-EF-GRNA protein did inhibit growth 
compared to the control, growth inhibition became more pronounced with additional 4.5S RNA 
production.  Since we anticipated the opposite result, we were never able to show that the effect 
of MBP-EF-GRNA overproduction was due to sequestering functional 4.5S RNA. Our attempt in 
finding a temperature sensitive ffs mutation proved fruitful, but the cold sensitive mutations we 
isolated were unstable in normal lab conditions. Despite their potential and some positive results, 
additional studies will be required before these constructs can be used for characterization of 
4.5S RNA.     
During the course of our experiments involving the 4.5S RNA and EF-G interaction, we 
developed a need for additional cloning vectors to use in E. coli.  Although there are many 
choices for compatible plasmids to co-express gene products in E. coli, each has its limitations.  
For example, most plasmid vectors use one of a few replicons and incompatibility between 
plasmids frequently becomes an issue. In addition, the majority of plasmid vectors that are 
compatible with the widely used ColE1 replicon are either low or very high copy number. To 
overcome this limitation, we isolated new mutants of repA, the replication protein of the plasmid 
pSC101, that resulted in medium and high copy numbers for the plasmid.   These repA mutant 
alleles were incorporated into a series of cloning vectors that offer the advantages of pSC101 
plasmids that replicate at medium copy and high copy numbers. These plasmids allowed us to 
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introduce several vectors into the cell to overexpress multiple genes simultaneously and should 
be an important additional genetic tool for E. coli. 
In conclusion, the tools and methods we have developed will be useful to further probe 
the function of 4.5S RNA in protein synthesis, as well as providing the details of how it 
functions as a component of the SRP.  
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